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This was Prof. Dr. Hans Mühlemann’s motto, and it was the basis upon which the Center of Dental Medicine at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, arranged and sponsored the «H.R. Mühlemann Symposium» on August 26, 2017 – to honor the legacy of a giant in dentistry.

Hans R. Mühlemann was a pioneer in the scientific discipline of dental caries research. His momentous accomplishments in laboratory and clinical research, and the resulting enormous advances in public oral health that he and his team achieved during his 30-year tenure at the Zurich Dental Institute were expansively reviewed and lauded in recent editions of SWISS DENT.

After Hans Mühlemann and his team had effectively achieved their goals in the area of caries prevention, they progressed into the arena of restorative dentistry, seeking new pathways and techniques that revolutionized dental practice. It was Mühlemann who provided the guiding impulse in these endeavors. Under his leadership, Prof. Felix Lutz and his team in collaboration with COLTENE made significant breakthroughs in tooth-colored adhesive restorations for both anterior and posterior teeth. Their successes in these arenas make it possible still today for dentists to treat dental destruction with maximally conservative, functional and virtually invisible restorations, a fact that is welcomed by all dental patients.
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The most valuable thing that one can give to a young person is a fundamental education in a fascinating field of endeavor, with the promise of everlasting job security. This is virtually guaranteed within the study of Dental Medicine at the University of Zurich.

Our teams of specialists provide patient treatment based on the most recent research discoveries, fulfilling the highest demands in terms of function, aesthetics and stability. Our students are thoroughly prepared to practice dentistry in their communities. Our specialists provide continuing dental education based on most recent scientific research findings, with practice-oriented new knowledge.

With highest quality research and developmental efforts, our dental researchers provide continual progress in dental medicine, and ever-improving treatment for our patients.

“View our informative video”
This issue (in German) contains the contributions which Hans R. Mühlemann published (in German) in SWISS DENT in the years 1980 through 1985
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In remembrance of a research pioneer in two oral diseases – dental caries and periodontitis – and with recognition of his accomplishments in education and research. The family-oriented Swiss oral hygiene products company Curaden promotes Mühlemann’s legacy and his heritage.

Who was this man who, in the early 1960s, said «one can enjoy complete oral and dental health without dentists and without any sort of societal insurance program.» This quote stems from a Swiss specialist in the discipline of prevention, from Professor Hans R. Mühlemann, the pioneer in research into mankind’s two most feared oral diseases, dental caries and periodontitis.

Mühlemann died on 1 June 1997 at the age of 80. He had a combative nature and was plain spoken. He associated himself with institutions and with basic premises, theories and concepts. For example, during a discussion published in the journal SWISS DENT in 1980, he criticized the recent meeting of the Swiss Society for Public Health, stating that they had completely ignored history and only argued over politics.

This stand was typical for Professor Mühlemann, who at that time stood only a few years from retirement, because he provided with definitive words a clear look at the recent developmental history of prophylaxis and its primary role in dental medicine, a circumstance that he himself participated in creating.

Together with four Swiss dental institutes and with the scientific research findings emanating from them, and their new preventive-oriented curricula, and with education boards and public health directors, and with professional dental organizations, school dental clinics and through numerous public exhibitions, and with many volunteers, Mühlemann produced pioneering research work for over 30 years. He proved that caries and periodontitis could be controlled and curtailed using inexpensive means and mechanisms.

Prevention, which Mühlemann propagated throughout his life’s work, and which maintains today its enormous significance, was based upon four pillars: 1) Upon epidemiologic studies of caries and periodontitis incidence; 2) Upon the discovery of the caries-preventive effects of topical fluorides; 3) Upon the recognition that bacterial biofilm on the teeth is the obligate etiologic factors for both caries and periodontitis; and 4) Upon acceptance of the fact that unregulated sugar consumption is associated with oral and systemic diseases.

At Curaden, we are pushing Mühlemann’s postulates forward with great vigor. We share, for example, his conviction that dental students must know how to brush their own teeth to render them perfectly clean. Only well-trained students, our future dentists, will be able to show the optimal pathways for their patients. We take these thoughts further: A properly selected and instructed tooth cleaning product can only exert its optimum effect if the patient is adequately and appropriately motivated.

We at Curaden achieve this via motivation and our teaching methods. We touch our customers – «We touch to teach» – and we have done this for more than twenty years with products like those from Curaprox, which are unsurpassed in terms of efficiency and patient acceptance.

Professor Hans Mühlemann was the source of the ideas and convictions that we propagate and live daily. Because just as dentists are more than «repairers,» the teeth and the oral cavity are not merely the repositories of disease but rather vibrant examples of good living and prosperity; the signals for a pleasing appearance and successful ascendance of the tower we call health.

Ueli Breitschmid, Curaden, Kriens
Hans R. Mühlemann

Inspiration – Teacher – Example – Friend

Prof. em. Dr. med. dent. Klaus G. König, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Professor Hans R. Mühlemann was a fascinating personality with exceptional goal orientation, a comprehensive knowledge base, innovative thinking, professionality, internationality and indefatigable passion for oral health. All of his former companions who have contributed to this celebratory edition of SWISS DENT 1/2018 permit the reader to experience how they were inexorably drawn under his spell.

The six characteristics of Hans Mühlemann noted in the introductory paragraph of this article were experienced and highly valued by all of the authors in this issue of SWISS DENT 1/2018, which is entitled «Companions remember.» He inspired all of us, all of us learned from him, he was an example for all of us, and the longer one knew him, the greater it was possible to feel connected to him as a friend. A comprehensive overview of his many academic and professional successes, and the growing number of sub-departments in the «Mühli-Emperorship» can be found in the chronology provided by Prof. Werner H. Mörmann in his lecture at the «H.R. Mühlemann Symposium» from 26 August 2017 and reproduced later in this journal. Here, his former companions describe Mühlemann as an inspiration, a teacher, an example, and a friend, and relate many personal stories and accounts. Interesting and sometimes confidential history will be found by the reader in the several sterling interviews published here.

For the writer of this introductory chapter, the question remains: How to depict young Mühlemann when his future life was still a blank page. Who in those early years inspired and motivated him, as a young physician and dentist? We must therefore weave the tapestry that depicts our hero’s development from the beginning to his figurehead status in dental research on the European continent. Mühlemann’s active career overlays three decades, and remains undisputed.

Many of Mühlemann’s companions were not part of his early years as a departmental chairperson at the University of Zurich, getting to know him only later, when his insights and his professional stature were already consolidated. My attempt here is to attempt to reconstruct his «roots,» which led to his now well-acknowledged and enormous achievements, sometimes by way of indirect or alternative pathways.

A consequential meeting

Following his education in Swiss universities, Mühlemann participated in practical, clinical medicine and dentistry, but these experiences did not teach him about scientific thinking or experimental planning; so, off to America! During his post-doctoral program at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, he met the endocrinologist Professor Franz Halberg. In 1952 – 1953, Halberg was younger than Mühlemann, but despite his young age Halberg was already very successful. Born in 1919 in Rumania and growing up in Austria, Halberg had studied in Vienna and in Innsbruck. He did his work in clinical endocrinology at Harvard University Medical School on a grant from the World Health Organization (WHO), then moved in 1949 to the University of Minnesota, where he met a young Swiss physician and dentist who was thirsty for knowledge. They became friends, and Mühlemann was greatly inspired by Halberg.

Endocrinologist and «Mühli» inspiration Professor Franz Halberg, ca. 30 years older than during his visit in Zurich in 1957.
Halberg had made early on the significant discovery that daily recurrent rhythms were to some degree influenced endogenically, and could be synchronized and even changed by environmental influences, primarily by light (day-night change) and by nutrition. Retrospectively, Halberg described the then-prevalent stand of his findings in an extensive publication entitled «Transdisciplinary unifying implications of circadian findings in the 1950»; the term «transdisciplinary» meant that the day-night rhythm could influence biochemical processes in all areas of health and disease.

The Nobel Prize in medicine

The close contacts with Halberg greatly influenced Mühlemann during his «discovery phase,» following his conventional theoretical and clinical education. This can be observed in his early studies in Zurich of «occlusal trauma,» the day-night changes in tooth mobility, and the synchronous rhythm of the cell division rate in periodontal tissues and the cornea (1, 2). On 4 October 1957, the Russians launched Sputnik I into space. At the regular morning staff meeting, «Mühl» said «You just have to think – so high that it never comes down»! Sometime later, «Mühl»’s friend Franz Halberg came for a visit in Zurich, and spent some days in Mühlemann’s department. Even «Mühl»’s young co-workers Marthaler, Rateitschak and König had the opportunity to experience the discussions between the two professors, and the famous visitor’s charisma left a lasting impression. I remember clearly Halberg saying that his research findings in the area of bio-rhythm and its guidance, especially in view of the coming manned space flight, would bring him the Nobel Prize. In fact, Halberg was twice nominated for the Nobel, in 1988 and in 1989, but as we now know this prize was awarded only in 2017, exactly 60 years after Halberg’s vision in 1957, to three molecular biologists for their research on biorhythms. Franz Halberg remained active until the very end; he died at age 94, in June 2013. As the chairman of the Chronobiology Laboratories at the University of Minnesota, he was acknowledged in high esteem world-wide, but according to his close acquaintences he died disappointed: He had wanted the Nobel Prize for himself.

Winner of the battle for liberation: Mühlemann and his team

The post-doctoral periodontology guru in Minnesota was the Austrian-American physician Helmut Zander. Like Mühlemann, he shared and embraced the ideas of Halberg. Both Zander and «Mühl» performed experimental studies of tooth mobility and occlusal trauma in attempts to discern the possible effect of bio-rhythm on cellular mitotic activity. «Mühl»’s enthusiasm for this direction of research, however, waned after he returned to Switzerland to accept a professorship at the University of Zurich Dental Institute. Further clinical research demonstrated that systemic and above all endocrine diseases and their biorhythm-associated etiologies, while still of great importance, could not prevail over the importance of local pathogenic factors. Thanks to his healthy degree of self-criticism, and thanks to the critical input from his co-workers, Mühlemann came to the conclusion that the greatest progress in the direction of prevention of dental and oral diseases would emanate from scientific investigations of local etiologic factors. It was the position of American researchers (the so-called «developmentalists») – since the epidemiologic studies in large cities in the 1940s – that fluoride could exert its anti-caries effect only if it was applied during the process of tooth development, via fluoridation of drinking water. Despite Mühlemann’s principled conviction that American research was ahead of European efforts, intensive statistical evaluation of cumulative findings after years of water fluoridation in the U.S.A. lead to the belief in a local (topical), post-eruptive effect of fluoride, which was Mühlemann’s own vision, and which was stronger than the determinations of his American colleagues. These colleagues accepted – 40 years later! – the concept of topical fluoride as a caries-preventive measure that had been advocated by and demonstrated by Mühlemann and his Zurich team. Only in
1980 was the topical effect of fluoride finally recognized worldwide as «evidenced-based.»

Inspiration, Team Leader and Visionary

In 1956, Mühlemann began his search for the ideal fluoride compound for use in a dentifrice (3). He inspired chemist Hans Schmid (GABA, Inc., Basel, Switzerland) to synthesize more than 300 different compounds. All of these were exhaustively tested in «Mühli's» laboratories in the Dental Institute for effectiveness in lowering enamel solubility in vitro, then in rat in vivo models by animal model specialists Klaus König, Ruedi Schmid and Bruno Regolati, and finally in human clinical trials by epidemiologist Thomas Marthaler in a 7-year field study in school children. This effort was a veritable parade of seamless interdisciplinary, unparalleled team effort. The primal force behind the development of an effective caries-preventive dentifrice were Mühlemann's self-confidence and his unshakable belief in the venture's success. The source of this self-confidence was his visionary view, with predictions that spanned decades. This special edition of SWISS DENT contains an interview with his daughter, Marietta, with impressive examples of this: He foresaw the world-wide use of mobile telephones long before the first Nokia model was produced. He prophesied the world of telecommunications technology at a time when nobody had even envisioned the personal computer.

New Horizons

Mühlemann envisioned not only such major changes in our daily lives, but because of his flexibility, his future- and adventure-oriented imagination, he was able to quickly recognize new layers of development in his own area of specialization, periodontology. In 1960, in the fourth year of Helvetica Odontologica Acta (HOA), there appeared a remarkable paper not only from Mühlemann, the «Chef», but also from Klaus Rateitschak and his partner Beatrix Wüst (4). The latter two individuals, based on their body of research work within the «Mühli»-Team, announced the end of «occlusal trauma» and «tooth mobility» as possible etiologic factors for periodontal diseases. Professional prophylaxis was recognized as the most effective mode leading to healing of periodontal diseases, and bacterial plaque became the focus as the primary etiologic factor in gingivitis, the precursor of periodontitis. This fit perfectly into the then-Scandinavian/American investigations of the early 1960s concerning the nature of dental plaque: It was no longer considered to be a deposition from salivary proteins, but rather a sticky and difficult to dissolve polysaccharide produced by bacteria. At this point, Mühlemann came to a strategic decision: He would bring into his team an ETH-educated, highly motivated microbiologist, young Bernhard (he preferred the French version: "Bernard") Guggenheim. He had identified in addition to dextrans the equally insoluble mutan as the structural elements in dental plaque on the tooth surface at the gingival margin, and he offered many new ideas about etiology. In contrast to the use of then-current gnotobiotic methods for studying the stepwise accumulation of bacterial populations in germ-free rats, Guggenheim introduced «relative gnotobiosis» in rat studies. Using the antibiotic erythromycin, it was possible to suppress the rats’ own oral microflora and then infect the animals with the bacterial species under study (5). This was an additional, stronger impulse for «Mühli's» growing team. His colleagues and co-workers respected and applauded his growing stature in the international dental research community of scholars, right down to the youngest members of the “Mühli-Team.” Soon came also young Ruedi Schmid, the «rat king,»
Professor Herbert E. Schroeder († 2012): Calculus researcher and renovator of research in oral structural biology of the oral hard tissues. Lead author of the world-wide acclaimed Color Atlas of Dental Medicine series. Including his own specialty of periodontology and top class photography by his co-author Dr. Herbert F. Wolf. Photo 1974


Professor Bernhard Guggenheim († 2015): Internationally acknowledged pioneer in oral microbiology. Photo 1972

Professor Herbert E. Schroeder († 2012): Calculus researcher and renovator of research in oral structural biology of the oral hard tissues. Photo 1974

Dr. Herbert F. Wolf: Mühlemann’s «photographer» and co-author of world-wide acclaimed dental textbooks and color atlases.
An extraordinary research accomplishment was the ability to telemetrically measure the acidity of dental plaque. It had been known for a long time that contact with sugar was followed very rapidly by a very high concentration of cariogenic acid. In view of the high sugar intake that followed WWII, and the frightening level of carious destruction in children, there was an almost emergency need for research in this arena. Mühlemann responded to this need at the end of the 1950s by challenging his doctoral students Hans Graf and Dieter Neff to conduct *in vivo* studies of acid formation within dental plaque using miniature pH electrodes. These were tentative first steps, which were not followed up on by Graf after he left Zurich for a departmental chairmanship at the University of Bern. In that interim, radiotelemetry of interdental plaque pH was pursued in “Mühlis” Zurich labs by Jan DeBoever, and then by Thomas Hassell (1970-1973), who also developed methods for telemetric measurement of intraoral fluoride, calcium and temperature. One of Hassell’s graduate students, Thomas Imfeld, then took intraoral pH telemetry to new levels using modern instruments and techniques as early as 1975, employing the talents of electronics engineer Thomas Reich. Interdental pH telemetry achieved a new niveau, which resulted in the method being recognized as the main source for determining whether various foodstuffs and drinks could be marketed as “safe for teeth” (7).
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From left: Marianne Marthaler, Thomas M. Marthaler, Klaus G. König, Thomas Imfeld, photographed by Carola Imfeld in Restaurant Cantinetta Antinori, Zurich.


Imfeld not only studied sugar, but also the many sugar substitutes and high-molecular carbohydrates, and in addition all characteristics of nutritive substances that could be considered of low cariogenicity. In his well-known book «Identification of Low Caries Risk Dietary Components» (Karger Publishers, Basel, 1983), he provides a comprehensive literature review. His work led to a categorization of foodstuff components that could be regarded as «sugar-free» or «safe for teeth,» which has had a significant impact on the improvement of dental health and systemic health. With and following Imfeld’s contributions, not only was a highpoint in the Mühlemann era achieved, there was a guaranteed level of foodstuff quality for two decades following «Mühlis» retirement, which continues to this day.

Non-professional supportive pillars

Behind a specialist-oriented organization such as Mühlemann’s department with its broad spectrum team of dedicated colleagues stood a group of individuals who offered continuous and continual support for the overall effort. As representatives of this cadre, I take this closing opportunity to introduce, identify and laud two individuals who are exemplary in this regard.

The first is Marianne Marthaler-Müller, the sterling example of a Mühlemann secretary who, despite the fact that she worked exclusively for «Mühlis», held the entire department together with her discrete but magical charm. The second person who contributed extraordinarily to Professor Mühlemann is Dr. Felix Wüst, the Editor-in-Chief of many and various medical and professional journals since the 1970s. Dr. Wüst was enraptured by our planning of a big 100th birthday party for Hans Mühlemann; he published in 1980 a grand interview with «Mühlis» upon the founding of the new professional journal SWISS DENT. Even up until today, Felix Wüst has
devoted himself to the many scientific and personal contributions made by Hans Mühlemann over the decades. He made a significant contribution by editing and publishing the January 2017 edition of SWISS DENT, which represented a testament to his enthusiasm for Mühlemann’s goals and successes over the years. That edition presented a complete and fully authentic compilation of Mühlemann’s contributions to SWISS DENT and to dentistry international. This January 2018 issue of SWISS DENT offers testaments to Mühlemann from his huge cadre of former colleagues world-wide.
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Dear Dean Weber, dear colleagues, dear ladies and gentlemen:

I am happy and pleased to greet you this morning, to celebrate with you the 100th birthday of Professor Hans R. Mühlemann, and to share with you some of the details of his life and his work. As a former student and co-worker of Professor Mühlemann from 1970 up until his retirement in 1983, I believe that I possess an authentic connection to the Mühlemann epoch, and it is an honor for me to present some of my memories of him at this symposium. I am grateful to Professor Thomas Attin for his kind invitation.
As you can see here, I met Professor Mühlemann in his office in October 1970, as I introduced myself to him as a newly hired Assistant. He radiated competence, power and style. «One thing you have to know,» he said to me, «We don’t need any geniuses around here.» I understood his expectation that I would integrate myself seamlessly into his team, and I felt that I was in the right place. His spirit of enterprise and his verve are obvious from his signature, below left. His then-heavy burden is visible in his left hand, which holds a cigarette. Later, he reduced his tobacco use from three packs a day to zero, «cold turkey»; after that, smoking in the department was «out» for his co-workers.
Figure 2
Hans R. Mühlemann was born on August 26, 1917, in St. Moritz, Switzerland. His father Hans Mühlemann was a bank director in St. Moritz, and a citizen of St. Moritz and of Bönigen, near Interlaken in Canton Bern. His mother, Elsa, born Müller, was the daughter of a textile industry family in Kandergrund, also in Canton Bern. He attended grammar school in St. Moritz; for high school, he had to go to Schiers in Prättigau because there was no high school in St. Moritz. During all of his formative years, he was always interested in the latest technologies, he wanted to be an astronaut, and he participated in skiing and ski jumping, which clearly demanded intrepidity. Unfortunately, he suffered a serious skiing accident while in high school and was left with a hip injury that plagued him all his life and made even walking painful. In 1948, as he was just beginning his dental/medical career, he married Maria Stoller from Zurich. His daughter Marietta was born in 1957, and later as Mrs. Jung-Mühlemann gave him three grandchildren, which he was able to enjoy at the end of his career.
This is a photo of the young Hans Mühlemann as a 22-year-old student of dentistry and medicine at the Universities of Geneva, Bern and Zurich. He graduated as a dentist in 1942, and as a physician in 1946. Both degrees were awarded by the University of Zurich. From 1946 through 1951, he was Oberassistent in the Departments of Oral Surgery and Orthodontics in the Dental Institute, University of Zurich. In the field of orthodontics, he invented and developed the «propulsor,» a device for the treatment of dento-alveolar protrusion of the maxilla. In 1951, he inaugurated his academic career based on his research on «The Physiologic and Pathologic Mobility of the Teeth.» He fabricated a special device for the measurement of tooth mobility.

During 1952 and 1953, he expanded his knowledge in the realm of dental medical research as he participated in programs in universities and research centers in the U.S.A., first at the University of Illinois in the area of radiobiology for tumor therapy, and later at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, in Tennessee, with the use of radioactive isotopes for marking and identifying tissues. Finally, he traversed training at the University of Minnesota, where he sought new knowledge of clinical periodontology and research possibilities using primate animal model systems.
On the basis of his excellent education and exceptional capabilities, in 1953 he was named as a professor at the University of Zurich, and was called to the position of Chairman of the Department for Conservative Dentistry and Periodontology, including histology. Up until 1961, this department was located in the old institute on Zürichbergstrasse 4-8, as shown in the upper photo (right). His portrait on the left depicts him in 1963 as he assumed the position of Director of the Dental Institute of the University of Zurich, which was housed in the new high-rise tower at Plattenstrasse 11 (photo, below right); this move permitted him to expand his department.

The 30-year period of research activity from 1953 until his retirement in 1983 was characterized by his unrelenting pursuit of a broad range of ideas and his limitless enthusiasm for research in dental medicine. In 1970, he was named an «ordentlicher Professor,» and in 1972 – 1974 he served as chairman of the Professorial Collegium. In 1977, his department was re-named as the «Department of Cariology, Periodontology and Preventive Dental Medicine.» In 1983 Hans Mühlemann was honored with an emeritus professorship at the University of Zurich, and departed academic life.
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Scientific endeavors
Hans Rudolf Mühlemann
„Caries and periodontitis can be easily prevented“

Prevention-oriented dental medicine

Research strategies:

1. Diagnostic methods for early detection of caries and periodontitis

2. Experimental laboratory and animal models for testing of prophylactic measures

3. Epidemiologic data collection for proof of efficacy of preventive measures

Figure 5
H. R. Mühlemann recognized that the constantly regenerating bacterial colonization of the teeth and gingiva represented the most important and virulent etiology for dental caries and periodontitis, and he realized that these diseases could be prevented to a great degree by scrupulous oral hygiene and other preventive measures. It is from this realization that his scientific endeavors were targeted toward the goal of prevention-oriented dental medicine. He established a broad research strategy for the creation of oral hygiene aids and pathways to promote and facilitate the health of all oral cavity structures. The knowledge gleaned from his research led to the publication of his textbook «Introduction to Oral Preventive Medicine,» by Hans Huber Publishers (1974).

His research strategy consisting of three essential elements emanated clearly and directly from his book:

1. The first element was the creation of diagnostic methods for early detection and assessment. Early identification of the disease(s) allows us to establish a prevention regimen not only for each individual patient, but for entire populations.

2. The second element was the establishment of experimental laboratory and animal models. These permit testing of preventive measures under controlled conditions and in a short time span.

3. The third element was the collection of epidemiologic data. Such data would make it possible to ascertain the efficacy of prophylactic measures in diverse population groups or in the entire population of a country.
Mühlemann searched for clinical diagnostic methods for early identification of periodontal disease. The measurement of tooth mobility using his periodontometer is depicted above, right. Unfortunately, this technique proved too cumbersome and time consuming for a dental practice-oriented effort, and was not sensitive enough.

The earliest manifestation of initial disease of the periodontium – gingivitis resulting from marginal infection – could not be detected. Subsequent to this realization, Mühlemann developed additional methods for examining individual patients and for screening large groups for marginal periodontal inflammation, as indicated here.
Figure 7
In the arena of dental caries research, Mühlemann introduced experimental laboratory and animal models.
He founded the Caries Research Laboratory in 1956, in which laboratory rats inoculated with, for example, Streptococcus mutans, could be studied, as shown above, right. In a period of three weeks, it was possible to reproducibly elicit carious lesions in the fissures of rat molars. On the right (center), one can observe the red-stained bacterial colonizations. After sacrificing the animals, the fissure caries could be histologically evaluated, and quantified with regard to their extent/severity, as shown in the schematic (below, right).
The fluoride content of the enamel surface was determined, and its effect on the incidence of fissure caries could be quantitated. The reaction of the dental plaque to sugars, as well as the cariogenicity of various foodstuffs and drinks could be ascertained and quantitated.
The efficacy of chemical substances as potential inhibitors of bacterial colonization, e.g., chlorhexidine, was the subject of early research in the 1960s by Dr. Heinz Renggli and Dr. Hubert Schroeder. Later, combinations of potentially preventive compounds were also tested. The chemistry laboratory within the department, headed by Dr. Angela Schait and subsequently after 1981 by Dr. Beatrice Sener, provided basic science support for the clinical research.
Figure 8

H.R. Mühlemann was completely committed to transferring new scientific knowledge as quickly as possible to the population at large.

In this picture, above-right, one can observe school children brushing their teeth with fluoride-containing dentifrice, under the supervision of a teacher or dental hygiene assistant.

In 1961, the Swiss Dental Society – with support from Mühlemann – introduced school dental prophylaxis, and announced that all school children in Switzerland must undergo an epidemiological dental examination every four years. The photo on the right (middle), shows Dr. Klaus König examining school children under the auspices of this new regulation.

By 1963, the cariostatic efficacy of the amine fluoride-containing dentifrice elmex® was recognized and approved by the Swiss federal authorities, and was released for public consumption in 1972.

The supervised tooth brushing with fluoride-containing dentifrice from ages 5 through 6, and the use of fluoridated table salt from age 4 led immediately to a steep increase in the number of healthy deciduous teeth, as shown here in the blue diagram. Since that time, the use of fluoride-containing dentifrices and table salt fluoridation at a concentration of 250 mg/kg have become the veritable pillars of caries prophylaxis, and have led to a significant reduction in caries incidence in young persons and adults, and to an overall improvement of oral health in Switzerland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Swiss Dental Society school prophylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Epidemiological - diagnostic studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Cariostatic efficacy of organic fluoride compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Amine fluoride dentifrice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Specially shaped tooth brushes for children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Table salt fluoridation, proper concentration (250 mg/kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The continuing education course «Individual Oral Preventive Medicine» presented at the Suvretta Hotel in St. Moritz was organized and established by H.R. Mühlemann and Dr. Alfred Egli. Ever since the establishment of the Caries Research Station, Mühlemann had fought against the excessive, and sometimes deceptive, consumption of sugar-containing foodstuffs and drinks, and for research and implementation of sugar substitutes, as depicted in this picture (above, left). His co-worker and student, Professor Thomas Hassell (U.S.A.) translated his book «Introduction to Oral Preventive Medicine» from German into English, as you see below (left). Mühlemann’s main theme – «sugar» – is encircled in red: «Sugar use data, sugar substitutes and artificial sweeteners, acidogenic market products, ‘tooth-friendly’ sweets.» Mühlemann introduced the telemetric methods for the first time in 1965, in collaboration with Dr. Hans Graf. Using this technique, it was possible to precisely determine which sweetened foodstuffs were damaging to teeth, and which were «tooth-friendly» or «safe for teeth.» The term «safe for teeth» was proselytized by Mühlemann. The umbrella symbol above the healthy tooth has, since then, been the signet for «tooth friendly» products. Today, sugar in combination with increasing obesity and general systemic diseases in the population stands in the cross-fire in popular scientific publications, for example in the 2016 book «The Case Against Sugar.»
Figure 10

As a teacher, H.R. Mühlemann introduced in 1954 the first lectures on periodontology; in 1961, the first clinical periodontology course was presented to students at the University of Zurich. In the 1960s, the first courses in oral structural biology and microbiology were established, and in the 1970s there was an effort toward the initiation of the expansion of clinical studies in oral preventive medicine, highlighted by Mühlemann’s lectures on pathophysiology.

This photo depicts Mühlemann administering the manually-guided assessment test («Klapper Test») for the elucidation of premature dental contacts. This represents a segment of the practical diagnosis portion of his book «Periodontology,» which was published in 1975.

In that book, Mühlemann first enunciated the concept that «dental hygiene» is the key to success in periodontal therapy. It was in 1961 that the first Dental Hygienist – Barbara Benson (U.S.A.) – practiced the profession in Switzerland, in Mühlemann’s private practice. Mühlemann supported the foundation of the first Dental Hygiene School in Switzerland, in Zurich in 1972, which was directed by Prof. Ulrich P. Saxer. He later supported the education and training of «Prophylaxis Assistants,» in order to insure the principle of the dental hygiene «recall.»
Figure 11

Professor Mühlemann always maintained open and cordial relationships with his co-workers and colleagues in research and education, and he frequently sponsored informal social gatherings. When we spoke of him, we called him «Mühl.» At Christmas time, we always gave him a small gift, and that made him happy.

On such occasions, the mood was joyful and festive! From all of the individuals shown in this illustration, I would point out Dr. Angela Schait, chemist (above, left, in the red dress), who was intimately involved in the development of the amine fluoride-containing dentifrice, elmex®.
According to a compilation by Dr. Felix Lutz (1995), Mühlemann produced as author and co-author more than 400 scientific publications, many of them in English, and was the dissertation mentor for 14 advanced degrees and ca. 190 doctoral theses. His Hirsch-Factor for productivity and impact was estimated by Prof. Thomas Attin to be 28, which is particularly high for the «pre-digital» era.

Mühlemann understood how to attract highly motivated co-workers and how to stimulate them. They were inspired by his research strategies. His personal work rhythm was very fast; he usually worked 80 hours per week. Because he slept only fitfully, he often went to his office in the Dental Institute at 4:00 a.m. He often worked well into the night. All of the monies he received as prizes and extramural funding he put right back into his department and into his co-workers’ research projects. The light in his office was always «on,» and represented for his co-workers who went home early or came early in the morning the signet for the never-extinguished flame of science. Mühlemann’s co-workers in the various special disciplines are listed here. In radiotelemetry those were Hans Graf, Hans-Caspar Hirzel, Jan DeBoever, Thomas Hassell and Thomas Imfeld; above-right one can observe the miniature pH-electrode, below that the partial denture with embedded pH-electrode and below-right a pH curve as the patient consumed a sweetened food product; note the pH fall to below 5.5., which signifies that the product is not «safe for teeth.»
The co-workers who participated in the production of text books and academic successes in the Institute are acknowledged here. First was Dr. Hubert Ernst Schroeder, who received in 1972 a professorship in the new Department of Oral Structural Biology on the basis of his research and teaching in a broad medical-scientific spectrum, and as a direct result of his book «Oral Structural Biology.»

For Dr. Bernhard Guggenheim, Mühlemann established the «Department for Oral Microbiology and General Immunology.» The creation of this new department anticipated that eventually a vaccination could be developed against dental caries and periodontitis. Unfortunately, this early anticipation did not evolve. In 1977, Dr. Thomas Marthaler was the founding chairman of the «Station for Applied Prevention.»
In 1970, when I first joined his team, Mühlemann already chaired the largest department in the Dental Institute, with about 80 co-workers. There was no E-mail at that time, so communication occurred by means of regular staff meetings, telephone but also via «Post-It» style notes either hand-written or typed. We thank Thomas Reich for the compilation shown at the right.

Let’s pick out a few typical Post-It notes:

Number 1: «Do we work at night?» Because Mühli was a day-and-night worker, he naturally assumed that his colleagues also worked nights to assure that the Department would remain competitive, world wide.

Number 2: He worried that the Department would not be competitive versus the Americans in terms of electronic communication devices. Number 3: In 1991, Mühli had to confront one of his doctoral students, with whom he could not come to a reconciliation of events. Mühli’s final note to this individual read: «In the chronology of my dissertation students, you have achieved a special rank. As a thesis mentor I have never been «fired» by a graduate student. It seems excessive to me to accept your hope to not refer to you as a «chronophage» («time waster») forever and a day.»
H.R. Mühlemann was supportive of the then-much-anticipated «adhesive dentistry,» which at that time was providing a significant benefit in terms of caries prophylaxis via pit and fissure sealants. Depicted here is Prof. Mühlemann performing a fissure sealing with a somewhat early polymerization light.

His adhesive-team under the direction of Dr. Felix Lutz laid the cornerstone for a clinically functional therapeutic cariology using composite restorative materials, with the publication of the text book «Adhesive Dentistry.»

The knowledge generated in our department, and the resulting clinical experiences form the basics for the adhesive bonding of ceramic CAD/CAM restorations, and were decisive for the clinical success of this method. Professor Mühlemann supported CAD/CAM technology, and I was able in 1983 to show him the first computer-generated CEREC MOD molar inlay produced on the bench after 6 months in vivo in a human patient.
Figure 16
This photo shows H.R. Mühlemann greeting the world renowned periodontology professor Sigurd Ramfjord (U.S.A.).

H.R. Mühlemann was the instigator and member of numerous scientific societies, commissions and committees, as well as the founder and editor of national and international scientific journals. All of these activities represent significant factors in his enormous professional stature. He was from 1953 through 1958 a member of the governing committee of the Dental Society of the Canton of Zurich. From 1954 through 1969 he was a scientific counselor of the international Working Group for Periodontology (ARPA), 1961 Vice-President of the scientific advisory board of the Fédération Dentaire Internationale (FDI); 1963-1966 he was a member of the Commission for Dental Research of the FDI. 1964-1965 he was Founder and President of the Continental European Division of the International Association for Dental Research (CED-IADR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Organization/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1953-58</td>
<td>ZGZ Member of the Board, Dental Society of the Canton of Zurich ZGZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-69</td>
<td>ARPA Scientific Advisor to ARPA International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>FDI Vice-President Scientific Committee of Fédération Dentaire Internationale, FDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963-66</td>
<td>FDI Member of the Commission for Dental Research, FDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964-65</td>
<td>CED-IADR Founder and President of the Continental European Division of the International Association for Dental Research, CED-IADR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With regard to his activities in various organizations, I want especially to mention that in 1971 he was a prominent founder of the Swiss Society for Periodontology (SGP), and the first editor of the Journal of Clinical Periodontology. From 1972 through 1975, he was a member of the founding board of the Dental Hygiene School of the Canton of Zurich.

In 1956 he founded the journal «Helvetica odontologica Acta» and was its editor until 1975. The background for these activities was that the results of laboratory and animal model research in his department could be published with short wait times. It is for this reason that he often published in Helvetica odontologica Acta under the pseudonym H.V. Tikus, which was an alias for Mühlemann (Hel.Ve.Tikus).

Still from 1991 to 1993 he was member of the Foundation for the Advancement of Computerized Dentistry in Zurich.
For his 60th birthday, we surprised Hans Mühlemann! Along with his wife, Maria, he was picked up in Zurich and flown by helicopter to Stein-am-Rhein. At the landing site, he was greeted by his co-workers (upper left) and transferred by chariot in a triumphal parade to the Circus Stey, where he encountered a knife-thrower, whose assistant was spared from the danger that evening! Everybody watched this performance with great anticipation, and Mühli successfully endured this challenge to his courage. He then delivered a moving speech, filled with gratitude to his co-workers, on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
Figure 19
During his academic career, Hans Mühlemann received numerous prizes and awards in Switzerland and other countries. This photo is of the banquet at the promotion festival at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden, in May, 1970, where he received the prestigious «Honorary Doctorate» Dr. h.c. odontologiae.

In 1973, Mühlemann received, in addition to awards in the USA and in France, the 100,000 Swiss Frank «Otto Naegeli Prize for Medical Research.» The Otto Naegeli Prize is one of the most important scientific accolades in Switzerland, and is viewed internationally as a supreme award.

Mühlemann harbored the idea of creating a scientific center for research in dental medicine and the medical problematic of sugar, which he wanted to lead. Unfortunately, the educational hierarchy had no interest. Failing in this endeavor, Mühlemann invested his prize winnings into planning and construction of the Variel-Element Laboratory Building immediately adjacent to the Dental Institute at Plattenstrasse 14 (photo, right); this continued through 1987, and then the laboratory building was replaced by a bigger one housing the University of Zurich’s Center for Commerce Research. 1977 and 1981, near the end of his career, Mühlemann received honorary doctorate degrees, «Dr.h.c.med.dent.» from the Universities of Tübingen (Germany) and Geneva (Switzerland).
The legacy of H.R. Mühlemann in national and international dentistry and on citizens worldwide is the scientifically based, prevention-oriented dental medicine. These curves depict caries reduction rates in various Swiss cantons, from a paper by Waltimo and Menghini, and the dramatic downward trend is impressive. Within the 30-year span of his working life, Mühlemann could observe such significant caries reduction in Switzerland but also internationally thanks to salt fluoridation, the increasing use of fluoride-containing dentifrices, in addition to the implementation of non-fermentable sugar substitutes. Mühlemann’s motto was always «More oral health for more people.»
His scientific and practice-oriented approach led directly to the realization of his motto. It is for this reason above all that we hold Professor Hans R. Mühlemann in esteemed high regard.
For their assistance in the preparation of this lecture, I thank Marietta Jung-Mühlemann, Prof. Mühlemann’s daughter, and Prof. Ulrich P. Saxer, Dr. Georgio Menghini, Dr. Herbert F. Wolf, Dr. Milan Schijatschky, Dr. Felix Wüst, Thomas Reich and Yara Yäkel. And I thank all of you in the audience for your attention.

Werner H. Mörmann  
Werner.moermann@zzm.uzh.ch
Hans R. Mühlemann – Pioneer in the Research of the Oral Diseases Caries and Periodontitis

The Liaison between Family and Science

Interviewer: Dr. Felix Wüst

Interview with Mrs. Marietta Jung-Mühlemann, Dr. med. Tarzis Jung-Mühlemann, Meilen ZH, Switzerland, and Prof. Dr. med. dent. Ulrich P. Saxer, Forch ZH, Switzerland; moderated by Dr. Felix Wüst, Editor of SWISS DENT

On August 26, 2017, the Center for Dental Medicine at the University of Zurich hosted the «H.R. Mühlemann Symposium», a testimony to the scientific legacy of Professor Dr. med., Dr. med. dent. Hans R. Mühlemann on the occasion of his 100th birthday. At the end of July 2017, in anticipation of this symposium, we published a collection of all of the articles authored or co-authored by Hans Mühlemann in SWISS DENT from 1980 through 1985, a «re-make» of this great man’s writings. At the symposium and with the publication of SWISS DENT 1-2017, the emphasis was on Mühlemann’s scientific activities. For this 1/2018 edition of SWISS DENT, we wanted to discuss in more detail his personal interactions and his life as a husband and father. This was graciously made possible by Mühlemann’s only daughter, Marietta Jung-Mühlemann. With us for this interview was Marietta’s husband, Dr. med. Tarzis Jung, who, as a young medical student, had the opportunity to do his doctoral research dissertation in medicine in Prof. Mühlemann’s department. Prof. Dr. med. dent. Ulrich P. Saxer, with a long history of working with Hans Mühlemann, joined us when we conducted this interview in the Jung-Mühlemann home in Meilen ZH, Switzerland.

My dear Mrs. Jung, we have gathered here on this radiantly beautiful summer morning to speak with you, Hans Mühlemann’s daughter, about your father. You are the only child of Hans Mühlemann, and therefore you are the only person who can speak with knowledge and experience about living in the Mühlemann household. Dr. Jung, you are a physician, Director of the Institute for Radiology and Nuclear Medicine in the Zurich Waid Hospital, but you did your doctoral research with Prof. Hans Mühlemann, also a physician. From you, also, we hope to glean interesting information about Dr. Mühlemann. It is good that Professor Saxer has made himself available to support and guide this interview with you. Mrs. Jung, your father created a laudable liaison between his work as a researcher and scientist, and his family. How was that experience for you?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: Dr. Wüst, I would first like to welcome you warmly into my home, and to welcome also my acquaintance of long-standing, Dr. Saxer. I am very glad that you have come here today to pursue a discussion about my father. It is now 20 years since he left us. As time goes by, there are many young dentists who do not even remember Professor Mühlemann, or that we have so much to thank him for. Let me say here at the outset about my father: He always said «It is not the quantity that matters, it is rather the quality.» He lived his life according to this motto. He worked very hard, always, to live up to his own high professional and scientific standards. He demanded high quality from his co-workers and colleagues, but also from himself. During our holidays, he was always there for me, and he gave me the feeling that I was the best and the prettiest. It would not be possible to experience more exhilarating or happier vacations. When he was there for his family, he watched out for us and cared for us with the same intensity that he always exhibited in the workplace. But aside from vacations, during the week he was usually absent from home. During dinners, he would listen to the daily news on the radio, so he would not lose any time, and that meant that we were quiet during family meals. In the morning at 5 a.m., he was already «wired and ready» for the day; we could hear him searching for his glasses or his car key, and then he was gone and we could finally enjoy a comfortable breakfast. We looked forward with anticipation to weekends, when we often spent time with father’s brother and his family in their vacation house in Wappenswil. On these occasions, father was again 100% father and family man. Whatever he did, he did intensively, very intensively.
Following up on what you just said, it would seem surprising that your father would spend at least some weekend time in his office or clinic.

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: That happened, of course, but not regularly. When we were at home on the weekend, he often sat at his desk, worked, read the newspaper which, once read, he tossed onto the floor. As a young girl, I often sat under his desk – which was quite expansive – and again and again things would fall to the floor around me. As he worked or read the newspaper, my father would simultaneously listen to the police radio or the ambulance calls, or follow the repartee of a sports reporter on TV or radio. In addition to all of this, he always had someone’s dissertation in front of him to correct or comment on. He was really an active, interesting and perplexed human being.

How did your mother put up with it?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: Pretty well. She lived totally for him and for me. When father was at home, he was the center of attention. He was the middle-point, the sun around which we all revolved. I was, as you know, an only child. Therefore, I never lacked for attention from my parents. Father or mother were always there, mom of course much more than him. But what did my father say? «It’s the quality that’s important, not the quantity.»
Vacation or holidays – Was that a topic of discussion in the Mühlemann household?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: Yes, and how! At that time, we went for five weeks each year to Sardinia, accompanied by two families that were close friends. Water skiing was at the top of the list. Father would pull us behind his speed boat for hours. He was always there only for the children: swimming, diving, catching fish; he did everything with us. When we were on vacation, there was, for father, no telephone and no professional responsibilities.

Dr. Jung, you did your doctoral research under Professor Mühlemann. How did it happen that you, as a student of medicine, came to work with a «doctor-father» who was a physician but who spent most of his time and mental effort in dental research endeavors?

Tarzis Jung: Possible doctoral dissertation projects were publically announced, and I searched for a project that I was interested in. More or less by accident, I found myself in correspondence with Hans R. Mühlemann. He was looking for a doctoral student for a very special project. He believed that he needed a student of medicine for this project. It revolved around an experimental study with the accumulation of all of the appropriate scientific literature. I quickly realized that this endeavor would require much more time and effort than the then-common short dissertations by most student-physicians. In the end, Dr. Mühlemann set up an agreement with the university that I could do my dissertation research in medicine with him even though he was a professor in the Dental Institute.

You have us all intrigued! What was the main theme of your dissertation?

Tarzis Jung: It revolved around use of a zinc-hexetidine solution for the prevention of dental caries. I had to find out how much zinc remained in the oral cavity after a 30-second rinse. The goal was to clarify how much of the zinc in the oral cavity would be effective, and what amount of zinc would be finally absorbed by the body. Through an extensive perusal of the scientific literature, it was necessary to answer the question: What are the medical effects and side-effects of zinc. The experimental part of my research involved oral zinc retention; we studied this using volunteer human subjects.

What was the central question, the theoretical/scientific inquiry? Why did Professor Mühlemann want to solve this query so precisely?

Tarzis Jung: It was a completely practical question. Mühlemann wanted to develop a new anti-plaque mouthwash, another of his many new products. This mouthwash contained zinc and hexetidine. Hexetidine had already been used successfully in the product Hextril®, and zinc in the mouthwash Lavoris®. His idea was to...
The results demonstrated that the combination of the two substances exerted a synergistic effect on oral bacterial flora. The bacteria of the oral flora were more inhibited by the combination of the two compounds than by zinc alone or by hexetidine alone. Combined, these two substances were much more effective. But the game was not over! The enhanced effectiveness was the very reason why the new mouthwash never made it onto the commercial market. It was so effective that it was required that it be marketed as a drug. That would have led to additional studies, huge expense and the headaches associated with «governmental» regulations. These obstacles were simply too much for a simple mouthwash. One company took over the patent. As far as I know, no new product has been forthcoming on the OTC market.

May I ask whether the proximity to doctor-father Mühlemann led you into the vicinity of his daughter, Marietta?

TARZIS JUNG: In this regard I have to disappoint you. My wife and I got to know each other while skiing, far removed from dental/medical circumstances and our own professional positions. That was in Klosters, in winter, with temperatures at -20 C. I was skiing in Davos with some friends. I went into a restaurant that, because of the extreme cold, was virtually empty. Alone at a table sat a young woman. That was Marietta.

Ulrich P. Saxer: At that time, I had just completed my «Habilitationschrift»-work, and we were concentrating on additive or synergistic effects of active substances in mouthwashes, working with Visiting Professor Sam Yankell. After a thorough search of the scientific literature, «Mühl» discovered the combination of zinc and amine fluorides. I, myself, found an old study showing good plaque reduction with zinc, which led me to propose combining zinc fluoride with the market product Hextril®, which had a well-known antiseptic effect in the neck/throat. But before we could even start on this new concept, we were faced with the Tarzis dissertation! You ask: «How was «Mühl» as a person?» We all pondered about why he was always the first in the Institute in the morning and the last to depart. We knew nothing about his family life and relationships. But one day, «Chef» made an unexpected proposal: He would invite us to his home once a month for an apéritif. And it happened: Every Thursday evening at 7 p.m. we all met at «Mühl’s» home for a congenial apéritif and light hors d’oevres. That was always a sumptuous repast, and I remember fine tidbits, cold plates and buttered breads.

What do you mean? What did Dr. Mühlemann want to achieve with this gesture?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Certainly he wanted to show that he valued us, even loved us. We were somehow like his second family. But there was more to it. He wanted to promote and enhance discussion within and among the group of colleagues. The scope of the Dental Institute, which he headed, was becoming ever larger. Again «Mühl», as his friends call him, had considered me as a possible son-in-law, and wanted to put me to the test. He was always way ahead of the action! (Tarzis grins…)

Dr. Saxer, you were then one of Mühlemann’s colleagues in the University of Zurich Dental Institute, and you had constant contact with him. Did you play any role in the mouthwash projects, and what do you have to say about «Mühlemann as a father»?

ULRICH P. SAXER: What do you mean? What did Dr. Mühlemann want to achieve with this gesture?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Certainly he wanted to show that he valued us, even loved us. We were somehow like his second family. But there was more to it. He wanted to promote and enhance discussion within and among the group of colleagues. The scope of the Dental Institute, which he headed, was becoming ever larger. Again «Mühl» escorts his daughter, Marietta, down the aisle to the alter. The marriage celebration of Marietta and Dr. med. Tarzis Jung was on August 8, 1981 in Beznau.
and again, he created new departments. I am thinking about the departments of Professor Bernhard Guggenheim, Professor Hubert E. Schroeder, Professor Thomas Marthaler, the on-going activities in the new Variel-Building and the idea of a Swiss sugar research center. With the ever-increasing size of his realm, there was a loss of personal contact among its inhabitants; the cohesion, the unity, was lost. With his monthly apéritif evenings in his home, «Mühli» attempted to stem this tide of isolation, and to provide guidance to his colleagues and co-workers. On those evenings, his wife, Maria, played a huge, central role. She understood it masterfully, and displayed her obvious spontaneity toward the goal of success in personal relationships.

**Hans Mühlemann held degrees in both medicine and in dentistry. Do you know, Mrs. Jung, what came first: Medicine or dental medicine?**

**Marietta Jung-Mühlemann:** Those were the years during WW II. My father was an invalid, and therefore had no military obligation in Switzerland. When he was 18, he suffered a serious accident while skiing; because of severe knee injury he could not hike or even walk for prolonged periods of time. Later, because of improper loading of the joints, he had to undergo hip replacement surgery. It was this circumstance that rendered him unfit for military service. But he served as a Lance Corporal and «HD soldier,» which stands for «helper service.» Regarding the Swiss military and especially the higher ranks, my father held them in high esteem. Many times, he incorporated non-commissioned and higher officers into his team. He wanted to be a physician, but somehow during the difficult war years he decided to study dental medicine. During that time, all of the hospitals were fully staffed; the dental medicine program was of shorter duration and did not come with the years of internship and residency associated with medical education; upon graduation

The couple in holiday attire.
I have heard that your father never had a private dental practice. Is that true?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: Yes, that’s true. He never had a private practice, neither in the city nor in its outskirts. But he did always treat dental patients in his capacity as professor in the Dental Institute. Among his private patients was the Shah of Persia. But treating private patients was difficult and time-consuming because of the administrative structure of the Institute and insurance regulations. When he treated prominent dental patients for two or three hours, the whole Dental Institute often stood still. My father and the Shah of Persia developed a friendly relationship. Together they shared a bond, and they engaged in intensive conversations together. Such discussions ultimately led to the Shah creating dental hygiene schools in then-Persia, and the hiring of dental hygienists in his country. My father also visited Persia. The intricacies of the insurance policies in the Institute finally caused my father to refer his most famous patient, the Shah, to a private dentist in Zurich.

Let’s go back to the question of vacations. We have heard that the Mühlemann family enjoyed its holidays on the island of Sardinia. Were such holidays spent in one of the famous luxury hotels on that island?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: You can talk about “luxury,” but it was not that way at all. Together with two friends, my father was able to purchase some coastal land from a sheep farmer for one Swiss frank per square meter. We owned three separate beachfront properties and one rocky hillcrest which we called the “Mühl-crest.” We lived on these beaches in tents, and invested much time and labor using an axe to build a primitive latrine. Over time, we did enjoy a bit of luxury by building a better latrine in a secluded pine forest. We had to haul water every day to the tank on top of the WC to keep the plumbing functioning. We also had a large cistern to catch rain water for drinking, which we carried in buckets. Sometimes, when we opened the valve, we got a frog first, and then the water! In sum: Completely uncomplicated and simple family life! To assuage our hunger, we had to go fishing. Once a week we took our little rubber motorboat into the town of Porto Cervo to eat in the pizzeria. The children either were towed there on water skis, or had to sit in the front of the overpowered boat to keep it from capsizing on the way.

Hans Mühlemann was without doubt a genius. In the life of such a man, the wife also plays a large role. Does anybody know how his wife, Maria, exerted any influence on her husband?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: My father, Mühlemann, was the “king” in the Dental Institute. But at home, mom ruled the roost. As the wife of a famous scientist and researcher, she shouldered the obligation of organizing all events related to persons invited to the Mühlemann home; and that was more than a few! She was a fantastic cook, and she greatly enjoyed her role as “social secretary.” But make no mistake: When Hans Mühlemann had urgent work to do, the work always took first place. His wife, Maria, accepted that.

Does anybody know anything more about Mühlemann’s circle of friends/acquaintances? Did it consist solely of scientists?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: Absolutely not. The composition of the guest list in our home was mainly determined by my mother. She had worked for several years in the “Kunstraum Walcheturm” on “Kanonengasse” in Zurich, where she got to know numerous artists who were subsequently guests in our home. In addition, my father was quite an art collector himself. He often combined stones with a sculpture or a painting. That was typical for Hans Mühlemann. Many artists knew of him. Quite naturally, scientists, politicians and dental acquaintances were part of my parents’ circle of guests. But above all, my father had a very close relationship with his brother, who lived in our apartment building and whose wife was my mother’s sister. We were essentially one big family. We often spent weekends together, either at home or in our vacation house. My grandfather on my mother’s side was in Sumatra as a surgeon and tropical disease specialist. Upon his return, he built a multi-family structure in which his three daughters lived with him and their families.

One question, which perhaps Dr. Saxon can best answer: Did Hans Mühlemann have any problems with governmental agencies or policies? I only know that he was opposed to any regulations against “importing” American dental hygienists and employing them in the Dental Institute.

Ulrich P. Saxon: Yes, that’s true; but I don’t know much about the details. When he was called back from Minneapolis, U.S.A., to chair a department in the University of Zurich Dental Institute, he was heartily welcomed here, also by politicians. The political elite soon also permitted him to establish a new professional journal “Helvetia Odontologica Acta” (HOA), supported it financially and published it in the English language, a journal that sprang from Mühlemann’s own efforts and ideas. I also remember that my father, also a dentist, and also Dr. Franz Freihofer, then President of the Swiss Dental Society, SSO, and later also President of the Fédération Dentaire Internationale, FDI, warmly recognized Hans Mühlemann and his many accomplishments. Then, in 1970, Mühlemann was recognized with the highest award from the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, then widely regarded as the leading European institution, the Honorary Doctorate. One year later, he was recognized as an honorary member of the Swiss Dental Society, SSO. Everyone valued highly the impulses that emanated from Hans Mühlemann. Later, when I worked in the Institute, I had to re-visit these considerations because conflicts arose here and there.

What about Professor Mühlemann’s relationships with the other professors in the Dental Institute at Plattenstrasse 11? I ask this question because I heard one professor say that Mühlemann maintained better contact with his colleagues in the U.S.A. than he did with his colleagues in his own institute in Zurich.

Ulrich P. Saxon: Above all, Hans Mühlemann had the highest regard for the accomplishments of his colleagues in the Dental Institute. As a former aspirant to the discipline of oral surgery, Mühlemann had a very good relationship with Professor Hugo Obwegeser, even though the two had crossed swords about more space in the institute. When tensions arose in the building, it could almost always be attributed to space considerations. Everybody wanted to expand their own activities, so available space became a serious issue.

Everybody knew it: Mühlemann was a chain-smoker. How did people accept that a person who dedicated himself to the oral diseases caries and periodontitis was addicted to cigarettes?

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: In those days, who did not smoke? But it’s true, he was an extreme chain-smoker who used his previous
cigarette butt to light the next one. Suddenly, from one day to the next, he quit. This is behavior that was typical for him. With regard to his nutrition, he was a fanatic: Three to four days without eating at all! These types of extreme behavior he viewed as normal. «That was Mühlemann»! He swallowed beta-blockers until he almost died of it. He pursued self-medication, then all at once became homeopathic. He was just a crazy man.

Tarzis Jung: I remember: He went from three packs a day to zero tobacco within an hour. After 30 years, he said to me, he would again be addicted if he took one single puff.

Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: He had a tiger skin rug on the wall above his bed, a relic of grandpa’s time in Sumatra. «Mühli» stuck a cigarette in the tiger’s mouth, so he would always have to see it. My dad always saw the cigarette, but never grabbed it. It was a kind of masochism, and training in self-discipline, which was also typical of my dad.

Ulrich P. Saxer: I have to add here that at that time it was not yet scientifically clear to what degree smoking was injurious to systemic health, and much less for teeth. For obvious marketing reasons, the tobacco «industry» had provided false reports about nicotine and its addictiveness. But reports soon followed that nicotine consumption is damaging, especially for teeth. We have known this conclusively for about ten or fifteen years, but we suspected it much earlier. Numerous clinical studies were performed in the late 1980s and the early 1990s. Some claimed one result while others claimed the opposite. Responsible for these conflicting results was the fact...
that the quantity of cigarettes smoked by the study subjects was never included in the data analyses. Around the year 1985, the term «pack/year» was introduced. Studies then included information about how many packs of cigarettes were smoked per day. One «pack/year» was defined as «one pack per day,» the upper limit permissible. But for a subject who smoked two or even three packs per day over a time span of, say, 20 years, corresponding to 40-60 pack-years, would exhibit initial visible damage to tooth structure. The medical injuries occurred later than the dental injuries; the systemic damage was observed not only in the lungs, but also in vasculature and all internal organs.

As a layperson, I always thought that smoking enhanced calculus formation.

ULRICH P. SAXER: That's true. But it's not significant. I am interested to know from Mrs. Jung-Mühlemann when her father stopped smoking.

MARIETTA JUNG-MÜHLEMANN: That was in the 1970s. As we said before, he just suddenly stopped smoking, from one day 'til the next. Apparently he just decided that smoking is dangerous and a heavy burden to bear. But my mother remained and is a light smoker, and apparently he just decided that smoking is dangerous and a heavy burden to bear. But my mother remained and is a light smoker, and my father tolerated this even after he became a non-smoker. He said that mom's smoking gave him at least a little of the taste of smoking.

Mrs. Jung, if I am correctly informed, you were trained as a dental hygienist. Is that what your father wanted you to be?

MARIETTA JUNG-MÜHLEMANN: First I studied nursing as a profession. When I met my husband, he had only praise for my chosen career. That would be ideal in a family if the mother is also a nurse. In addition, nursing offered the possibility for part-time work, which again was a positive aspect vis-à-vis family life. First I was a nurse in a Protestant order, but this was not necessarily compatible with my up-bringing, which was not strictly Christian. My father then suggested that I go back to school to be a dental hygienist; furthermore, this additional education would not require much more time. By this time, the dental hygiene school, DSHZ, that had started was fully up and running. One could say that my father founded a school that suited me to a «T.» (Marietta Jung laughs)

Were you a good student in the Zurich DH school?

MARIETTA JUNG-MÜHLEMANN: Oh, awful!

ULRICH P. SAXER: I must intervene here. I was the Director of that DH school, and I can confirm that Marietta was a good student. She worked with the same motto as her father: «Quality, not quantity.» Marietta Jung-Mühlemann: My grades were OK, but I was not the brilliant student that some people might have expected from the daughter of Professor Mühlemann. Only one time did I have a serious problem with my teachers: A patient had abruptly canceled an appointment; in a private dental office there were always many tasks to fill up unscheduled time. We chose another course: Three of us took off and went surfing in the lake for a couple of hours! I was told in no uncertain terms: «Ms. Mühlemann, you were not in school. You disappeared; that's not allowed!» This was especially bad for me, because she was not only a teacher in the DH school, she was my dad's dental hygienist at the university. Nobody likes it when one's misdeeds in school simultaneously become a family matter. Even the privilege of being Professor Mühlemann's daughter can have its disadvantages!

Dr. Saxer, you were the director of the DH school. Are you familiar with this incident?

ULRICH P. SAXER: I was director of the DH school on Minervastrasse 99 up until 1983, but only half-time. The other half I was working in the Dental Institute in Prof. Mühlemann's department. Mrs. Mühlemann completed her DH studies somewhere around 1980. The incident in question must have occurred during my stint as half-time school director, but I can't concretely remember the event. Mrs. Beatrice Turconi was the first person to receive her diploma in the first class, in 1975. She was the first Swiss Dental Hygienist to work for Professor Mühlemann. And she was an excellent clinician! Before concluding this interview, I'd like to return to Hans Mühlemann the man. We have heard that he lived «on the edge.» Can you give any other examples of this extreme living?

MARIETTA JUNG-MÜHLEMANN: He harbored one special eccentricity. He would always order a Zug cherry cake simply because it was possible to do this electronically already in 1980. He told us even back then that electronic shopping represented the future of commerce. Of course we all laughed at him. He had in his car the very first car-phone, from the Autophone Company. It was a heavy, large apparatus that he kept in the trunk of his car. My dad always said that the future would be marked by phones that a person could carry with him at all times. He really was a visionary, a pioneer. He predicted many of the then-futuristic sounding developments, which are for us today taken for granted. It's just unbelievable! Thirty years ago he said; «You’ll see. There will come a time when people no longer go to an office to work, but will instead work at home on a personal computer over the Internet!»

TARZIS JUNG: We talked about his skiing accident. I remember that he sped down the ski jumping ramp – something that normal skiers would never do. He seriously injured his knee when he crashed into a pile of stones.

MARIETTA JUNG-MÜHLEMANN: He harbored one special eccentricity. He would always order a Zug cherry cake simply because it was possible to do this electronically already in 1980. He told us even back then that electronic shopping represented the future of commerce. Of course we all laughed at him. He had in his car the very first car-phone, from the Autophone Company. It was a heavy, large apparatus that he kept in the trunk of his car. My dad always said that the future would be marked by phones that a person could carry with him at all times. He really was a visionary, a pioneer. He predicted many of the then-futuristic sounding developments, which are for us today taken for granted. It’s just unbelievable! Thirty years ago he said; «You’ll see. There will come a time when people no longer go to an office to work, but will instead work at home on a personal computer over the Internet!»

TARZIS JUNG: I am thinking of Mühlemann-the-man in terms of a «leader of colleagues.» Because I was an army officer, he always wanted to discuss the concept of leadership with me. He told me that when one day become a Chef and have to hire people, that I should always hire people who are better than me or who could do things better than me. Otherwise, I would not be able to make progress. I have always tried to incorporate this thought in my own actions. The second tip he gave me was after I told him that my workload was drowning me. His answer was simply: «It is not the job of a Chef to do all the work. His first duty is to make sure that the work gets done and that his workers can do the job!»

Dr. Jung, what happened when you finished your dissertation work with Hans Müllemann? Did you remain with him?

TARZIS JUNG: No, I couldn’t do that because I finished my doctoral work during my third year of medical school, parallel to my other studies. Also, it was very challenging. I wrote my dissertation according to his instructions. He said it was good work, made a few changes, and told me to write the whole thing over again! I provided him with a second version; it came back to me covered with red ink! I had to write my doctoral dissertation about ten times before he OK’d it. At that time, writing was done on an old-fashioned typewriter.

Dr. Jung, despite these difficult times as a doctoral student with Professor Mühlemann, do you have nothing more to do with dental medicine today?
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Marietta Jung-Mühlemann, Certified Dental Hygienist, photographer, Pix4kids (Baby and child photography, Marietta@pix4kids.ch) and children’s photo studio (www.kinderfotostudio.ch), Meilen ZH, Switzerland
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TARZIS JUNG: No. I’m chief of radiology in the Zurich Waid Hospital: MRI, CT, ultrasound and vascular interventions are my world. But indirectly I have remained connected to dentistry: My wife is caries-free, my children and grand children are caries-free, all thanks to the rigorous school that we traversed with Hans R. Mühlemann.

We will leave these parting words as the conclusion to this interview. Mrs. Jung, my friends, I thank you for this discussion.
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Marietta Jung-Mühlemann
mariettajung1@me.com

Dr. med. Tarzis Jung-Mühlemann
tarzis.jung@waid.zuerich.ch

Prof. Dr. med. Ulrich P. Saxer
u.p.saxer@icloud.com

«Mühli» with his three grand children. He holds the two twins in his arms: left in the photo Tinja, right Nadja; next to them at the right, Anja, the first-born.
Hans R. Mühlemann –
His Life

Source: Private archives of Ms Marietta Jung-Mühlemann, Meilen, Switzerland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mühlemann, Hans-Rudolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.Prof., Dr.med., Dr.med.dent., Dr.h.c.odontol., Dr.h.c.med.dent., Dr.h.c.med.dent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Born: St. Moritz, Switzerland, August 26, 1917

Head (Ordinarius), Department of Cariology, Periodontology and Preventive Dentistry with Units for Experimental Caries Research, Bioelectronics and Applied Preventive Dentistry, Dental Institute, University of Zurich, Switzerland

U. Zurich, Dentistry, 1945 (D.D.S.)
U. Zurich, Medicine 1948 (M.D.)
U. Zurich, Senior assistant orthodontics and oral surgery, 1948-1951
U. Zurich, Privat-Dozent 1951
U. Illinois, Radiobiology, 1952
U. Minnesota, Periodontology, 1953
U. Zurich, Professor of Cariology and Periodontology including Pathohistology, 1953
U. Zurich, Professor of Cariology, Periodontology and Preventive Dentistry, 1977
U. Zurich, Dental Institute: Director 1963-1966
Chairman of the Dental Faculty 1972-1974

Founding President, Continental European Division of Int.Ass. Dent.Research, 1964/65

President, European Organization for Caries Research (ORCA), 1973-1975

President, Swiss Ass.Res.Parodontopathies (ARPA), 1952 and 1968-1971

and President Founder, Swiss Soc. Periodontology, 1971-1974

Vice-President: Swiss Union of Nutrition, 1973-1976
Honorary Vice-President, IADR, 1967, Co-President ORCA 1973
Vice-President, Commission Scientific Assembly, Int.Dental Federation (FDI), 1961

Member, Commission on Dental Research, FDI, 1963-1966

Member, Advisory Commission of Public Health Department, Canton of Zurich, 1964-1976
Member, Oral Therapeutics Award Committee, IADR, 1964-1979


Chairman, Committee on Periodontal Science, International ARPA, 1969-1971


Founder and Editor of Helvetica Odontologica Acta, 1956-1976

Promoter and Editor-in-Chief of J.Clin.Periodontology, 1974-1976

Corresponding Editor, J.Or.Surg., 1947-1957


Chairman: Corics Symposium Zurich 1961

HONORS: ORCA Award 1959, ARPA Jaccard Award 1960, Dr.h.c.odont. (Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm), 1970 Award for the Advancement of Dental Research (Massachusetts Dental Society, Boston), 1972 Oral Therapeutics Award (International Association for Dental Research) 1973 Otto Naegeli Award (highest distinction in Switzerland for achievements in medical science, US$ 60'000), 1973 First International Award of the Faculty and the Friends of the School of Dental Medicine, University of Connecticut, Farmington, Conn., 1976 Dr.h.c.med.dent., University of Tubingen, GFR, 1977 Dr.h.c.med.dent., University of Geneva, Switzerland 1981


Author and co-author of 400 scientific publications concerning research in bio-rhythms, tooth-mobility, gingival bleeding, experimental caries (enamel solubility, caries inhibitors), carbohydrates (fluoride- and pH-telemetry), dental calculus (experimental, epidemiology), occlusion, adhesive dentistry, plaque pharmacology.


Main achievements: Promoter of prevention of dental and periodontal disease at scientific, educational and public health levels. Founder of Bioelectronic Unit, Plaque-pH-Telemetry, Development of amine fluorides since 1957.

Zurich, June 1981 HRM/av/DISK HRMPER
Dear Readers

The SWISS DENT editorial board put out a call to former colleagues of Hans R. Mühlemann, asking them to share their personal remembrances of this pioneer in research on dental caries and periodontitis, for this 2/2018 edition of SWISS DENT. These contributions were not intended to be scientific statements, but rather more like anecdotes assembled as «short stories.»

The realization of this good idea, however, proved to be beset with problems. Unfortunately, many of Mühlemann’s early companions have passed away. Furthermore, his radiant personality and his uncanny ability to motivate individuals to ever more and higher research goals were so effective and sustained that in Switzerland, in Europe and even overseas there remain still today numerous former «Mühli»-companions; many of these remain active in their professions, some have achieved emeritus status, some have retired but maintain their interest in their respective scientific disciplines.

SWISS DENT has invited several of Mühlemann’s former companions to commit to paper their memories of the time they spent with Hans R. Mühlemann. Many other voices would have gladly come forth in this way, but that would have virtually exploded this edition of SWISS DENT. We appreciate your understanding.

I wish you much enjoyment as you read the memories from companions of our distinguished mentor and teacher, Hans R. Mühlemann.

Prof. em. Dr.med. dent. Thomas Imfeld, MBA, Stäfa ZH, Switzerland
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As a very young, single, naive, untraveled and unrefined student of dentistry in Indiana, U.S.A., in 1967, my immediate goal became to pursue a career in dental research in a foreign country and in a new language. Because I had had the good fortune of working as a Laboratory Assistant for Dr. Joseph Muhler – co-inventor of the caries-preventing stannous fluoride dentifrice Crest® – I was aware of other universities where similar research was on-going at that time. In our dental school library was a small book entitled Dental Schools of the World, and I used that book as a source for the addresses of dental research centers in Stockholm, Tokyo, Berlin, Oslo, Jerusalem and Zurich. With reckless abandon, I wrote to these centers, asking for a position. To my surprise, I received a few tentative inquiries, but the strongest offer came to me from Prof. Dr. Hans R. Mühlemann in the «Kariesforschungsstation» at the University of Zurich. I accepted immediately, and upon graduation as a dentist in 1969, I packed my few belongings and departed the U.S.A. for the first time in my life, heading for Switzerland.

«Muehli» (middle in the photo) with his colleagues Professor Klaus Rateitschak (+ left) and Dr. Herbert Wolf (right), both former members of the «Muehli-Team.» The photo stems from 1988, in Lugano, Switzerland, on the occasion of the Annual Congress of the Swiss Dental Society.
Arriving at the Kariesforschungsstation badly jet-lagged, I met Professor Mühlemann in his office and he said to me: «Welcome. They call me ‹Chef›. Go and meet some of the people here and find your way around.» So, I wandered the laboratories and clinics, asking «Do you speak English?» of every person I met. I soon learned that this is the way Professor Mühlemann (henceforth in this article I shall call him «Mühli») operated as chairman of his department, which consisted of both small and large cadres of clinicians and laboratory scientists in a myriad of fields, scientific disciplines and dental/clinical specialties.

The well-accepted meaning of the French word «chef» is a person who creates fine meals from excellent ingredients. «Mühli's» «ingredients» were his colleagues and co-workers, and the fine re-pasts were the hundreds of papers published in peer-reviewed and highly-respected professional journals over the years. As «Chef» of his large and diverse department, «Mühli» always gave free rein to each individual to develop him/herself independently, but working within and for the enhancement of the group’s dynamic, sometimes volatile, scientific interplay. Yet with his extensive training, education and experience in many dental and medical disciplines – including operative dentistry, cariology, endodontics, prosthodontics, periodontology, oral surgery, microbiology, pathology, pharmacology, and oral structural biology (histology) – «Mühli» was able to guide his varied group of colleagues through difficult and often confusing scientific enigmas, providing direction and encouragement. «Mühli» was a selfless teacher of the first order. He discovered links between and among disciplines, leading to scientific interactions that otherwise would likely not have occurred. «Mühli» held various forms of staff meetings, sometimes a small group of people working on a single project, other times several groups together working on more intertwined endeavors, but always – bi-weekly or monthly – a meeting of his entire staff (often 30+ individuals), with each group presenting its most recent data for consideration by all departmental members. These group interactions provided scientific and collegial input for all, the «big picture» of the team’s ultimate goals and aspirations.

As «Chef», «Mühli» was acutely aware that «science isn’t inexpensive.» He took it upon himself to be the major fund raiser for the many projects on-going in his department. He consistently procured support from State and Federal (Swiss) sources, but also and perhaps more importantly from extramural sources including small and large industrial companies in Switzerland and other countries, including major long-term funding from several major companies in the United States (e.g., Colgate, Warner Lambert, the producers of Listerine® and others). A man with endless scientific hypotheses, «Mühli» would challenge his graduate students and junior faculty to tackle new projects, always prepared to invest in his young col-

The author, in 1970 in the radiotelemetry laboratory of the Zurich Dental Institute’s Kariesforschungsstation. Radiotelemetry, introduced for oral cavity investigations by Dr. Hans Graf (member of the «Mühli»-Team in the sixties, later Professor in Bern), was subsequently carried out in Mühli’s department by Dr. Jan DeBoever (emeritus professor of the University of Gent, Belgium), and then by the author, followed by Professor Thomas Imfeld (recently retired from the position «Mühli» originally occupied). Dr. Imfeld published a book (14) dealing with intraoral radiotelemetry. The technique permits real-time recording of intraoral and interdental pH, fluoride content, temperature and calcium levels, and became the industry standard for labeling foodstuffs as «safe for teeth.»

HANS R. MÜHLEMANN – THE CHEF

Arriving at the Kariesforschungsstation badly jet-lagged, I met Professor Mühlemann in his office and he said to me: «Welcome. They call me «Chef». Go and meet some of the people here and find your way around.» So, I wandered the laboratories and clinics, asking «Do you speak English?» of every person I met. I soon learned that this is the way Professor Mühlemann (henceforth in this article I shall call him «Mühli») operated as chairman of his department, which consisted of both small and large cadres of clinicians and laboratory scientists in a myriad of fields, scientific disciplines and dental/clinical specialties.

The well-accepted meaning of the French word «chef» is a person who creates fine meals from excellent ingredients. «Mühli's» «ingredients» were his colleagues and co-workers, and the fine repasts were the hundreds of papers published in peer-reviewed and highly-respected professional journals over the years. As «Chef» of his large and diverse department, «Mühli» always gave free rein to each individual to develop him/herself independently, but working within and for the enhancement of the group’s dynamic, sometimes volatile, scientific interplay. Yet with his extensive training, education and experience in many dental and medical disciplines – including operative dentistry, cariology, endodontics, prosthodontics, periodontology, oral surgery, microbiology, pathology, pharmacology, and oral structural biology (histology) – «Mühli» was able to guide his varied group of colleagues through difficult and often confusing scientific enigmas, providing direction and encouragement. «Mühli» was a selfless teacher of the first order. He discovered links between and among disciplines, leading to scientific interactions that otherwise would likely not have occurred. «Mühli» held various forms of staff meetings, sometimes a small group of people working on a single project, other times several groups together working on more intertwined endeavors, but always – bi-weekly or monthly – a meeting of his entire staff (often 30+ individuals), with each group presenting its most recent data for consideration by all departmental members. These group interactions provided scientific and collegial input for all, the «big picture» of the team’s ultimate goals and aspirations.

As «Chef», «Mühli» was acutely aware that «science isn’t inexpensive.» He took it upon himself to be the major fund raiser for the many projects on-going in his department. He consistently procured support from State and Federal (Swiss) sources, but also and perhaps more importantly from extramural sources including small and large industrial companies in Switzerland and other countries, including major long-term funding from several major companies in the United States (e.g., Colgate, Warner Lambert, the producers of Listerine® and others). A man with endless scientific hypotheses, «Mühli» would challenge his graduate students and junior faculty to tackle new projects, always prepared to invest in his young col-

«Mühli» making a formal presentation to honor Professor Klaus Rateitschak (†) on his birthday (photo ca. 1988). Rateitschak was on the «Mühli»-Team for many years before taking the Chair in Conservative Dentistry and Periodontology at the Dental Institute, University of Basel, Switzerland.
leagues’ fresh enthusiasm from monies he’d raised from outside the department.

For «Mühli», being «Chef» meant far more than being the «boss». It meant being the leader of a complex team of clinicians and laboratory scientists who interacted daily not only among themselves, but also with members of other departments, other dental schools, and with educators and scientists the world over. He spoke five languages fluently, but almost always insisted that members of his team publish their work in English, which «Mühli» often called «the language of science». His desire was to command the respect of all clinicians and scientists worldwide, respect for science conducted by scientists in his native Switzerland. He founded the well-respected Swiss dental journal Helvetica Odontologica Acta, and demanded that all who published their work therein must do so in English. He was also the impetus behind the origination of this present professional journal SWISS DENT. He stood beside the cradle when SWISS DENT was founded. He was at the start of SWISS DENT and he was the force behind the composition of the first issues of the journal.

It was he who formulated the subtitle of the Journal: «Swiss Journal of Oral Preventive and Curative Medicine». As «Chef», «Mühli» was the overall manager and coordinator of all aspects of departmental functions, including personnel matters, fiscal exigencies and statutory compliance measures.

HANS R. MÜHLEMANN – MENTOR

According to Webster, a mentor is «a wise and trusted counselor or teacher.» That definition fits «Mühli» to a «T.» He shared his limitless wisdom with all those who trusted him or were counseled by him. For me, he provided mentorship mostly in the form of guidance. I arrived at the Zurich Dental Institute with no research project or area of scientific inquiry in mind. My limited experience in dental research had been primarily with dentifrice abrasive compounds (1), and with anti-caries fluoride agents, mainly stannous fluoride (not the organic amine fluoride compounds that «Mühli» had successfully incorporated into a Swiss caries-preventive dentifrice: Elmex®). So after a few weeks of acclimatization to my new Swiss environment (including finding a room to live in in a city with a terrible lack of available housing), «Mühli» put me together with chief investigators in his department, those whose endeavours he thought might stimulate or otherwise interest me. «Mühli» introduced me to Dr. Hubert Schroeder, whose work with electron microscopic studies in oral structural biology (2) were already well-known worldwide. Schroeder had also employed electron microscopy to decipher the peculiarities of dental calculus formation on human teeth (3), and was at that time just finishing his now-classic book on the mechanism of the epithelial attachment of
gingiva to the tooth surface (4). I discussed with Dr. Schroeder (later Professor in Zurich) the possibility of doing a histologic study of the depth of penetration of a periodontal probe into the junctional epithelium after application of different forces. Schroeder found this idea interesting, but we elected not to pursue the project. Such a study was subsequently published by Svanberg and his colleagues in Gothenburg, Sweden, and I later published a similar study of probing pressure and measured pocket depth with colleagues in Zurich (5). «Mühl» next put me together with Dr. Thomas («Tommi») Marthaler (later Professor in Zurich), an epidemiologist interested in dental caries and its prevention by use of fluoridated table salt (6). Marthaler was a pioneer in the study of dental caries in school children (7), and even developed a new index for scoring caries in clinical trials, an index that is used still today. Having no filial interest in statistics, I decided not to pursue research work with Dr. Marthaler. Then I met Dr. Peter Hotz, one of «Mühl»’s graduate students (later Professor in Bern), who was in the process of developing and testing a novel in vivo method for measuring the absorption or adsorption of fluoride into/onto the human enamel surface, using a precise technique known then as «enamel biopsy» (8). Peter and I became, and remain today, great friends, and he introduced me to alpine skiing in the Swiss Alps. But the one interaction that truly stimulated my thinking and interest was with Dr. Jan DeBoever, a visiting scientist from Gent, Belgium. Jan was utilizing radiotelemetry to measure pH of dental plaque in the interdental space in vivo (9), a technique first described in 1966 by Dr. Hans Graf (later Professor in Bern) in «Mühl»’s department (10). I learned how to build miniature radio transmitters (Fig. 1), which could be linked to a miniature glass pH electrode mounted in a partial denture framework. We also developed miniature sensors for the in vivo measurement of pH.
of temperature, calcium and fluoride (11). Subsequently we fabri-
cated the pH electrodes out of pure antimony (12, 13), and these
proved to be more stable in the relatively «hostile» oral environ-
ment. «Mühli» hired a young electronic technician for me, Heinz
Gabathuler, and I eventually became Chief of the Bioelectronics
Section in «Mühli's» department. My first graduate student was a
young Thomas Imfeld, who pursued radiotelemetry much further,
eventually publishing a book dealing with the use of interdental
radiotelemetry to evaluate the caries risk of various foodstuffs (14).
Years later, Thomas was selected to occupy the departmental chair-
manship originally held by «Mühli» himself!
When I first arrived in Zurich, French was my second language, but
Zurich is a German-speaking city and I wanted to learn the lan-
guage by immersion. I enrolled in the adult night school (Volks-
schule) and began to read children's books aloud in front of a mir-
or every day. After three months I was frustrated at my meager
progress in conversational German, and bemoaned this fact to
«Mühli», my mentor. He told me to tell everybody «Sorry, I don't
speak English» («Es tut mir leid, aber ich spreche kein Englisch»).
He was right! I was not learning German because all of the Swiss
people wanted to practice their English on me! Within a few more
months I felt comfortable in German, even a bit of Swiss German
dialect («Schweizerdütsch»). My mentor challenged me even more
by asking me to translate his textbook «Einführung in die orale
Präventivmedizin» (15) into English («Introduction to Oral Preven-
tive Dental Medicine»). Before I departed Zurich, four years after
arrival, I had translated four German dental textbooks into English
(15-18), and I continue to translate even now in my retirement, all
thanks to the challenges and support provided by my mentor,
«Mühli».
In the sixties and before, there existed no Dental Hygiene educa-
tion/training programs in all of Switzerland. A few Swiss dentists
had recruited American hygienists to come to some Swiss cities to
practice in private dental offices (Geneva, Basel, Bern, Zurich, oth-
ers), but these were only a very few. «Mühli» always had an Amer-
ican Dental Hygienist on his staff in the Institute. He encouraged
me to try and organize a more formal recruitment program. To-
gether with several American hygienists already practicing in Swit-
zerland, especially Ms. Trisha O’Hehir, I founded the «Central Head-
quartes for Dental Hygienists in Switzerland», located in the
Institute. The DH organizing committee placed advertisements in a
large number of dental and dental hygiene journals in the U.S.A.,
actively requesting applications for positions in Swiss private dental
practices. We were quickly deluged with applications! Swiss den-
tists could then review the applications on-site, and make direct
contact with applicants. The effort was a rousing success, and the
Central Headquarters lived on long after I left Switzerland. Again, a
direct result of the mentorship of «Mühli».
Finally regarding «Mühli’s» mentorship, as my language skills improved he suggested that I pursue a Swiss doctorate, using my on-going research as my dissertation project. While the University of Zurich accepted much of my coursework from Indiana University, I would have to take general microbiology, human pathology and oral surgery courses at the University of Zurich in order to earn the Swiss doctorate. The final exams in these courses were oral exams – no written multiple choice questions here! – with just the Professor and his Assistant and me in a closed room. Everything from the entire semester’s didactic material was fair game. Oh, and by the way, the oral exams were conducted in German. After a lot of perspiration, I passed all of the exams, and on the basis of these successes and my dissertation «Human tooth pulsation» (19), I received the Swiss «Dr. med. dent.» degree from the University of Zurich in May of 1974, again thanks to «Mühli’s» mentorship.

On the Ecuador tour, the author (photo) and colleague Dr. Dennis Yeomans distributed toothbrushes and fluoride-containing dentifrice to more than 500 children in remote mountain villages, where no dental care was available, nor fluoridated water. Dr. Yeomans was a member of the «Mühli»-Team, 1968 to 1969.

«Mühli» was my friend until the day he died. We corresponded and visited throughout the decades of the seventies, eighties and nineties. He was a kind and loving friend, always offering a shoulder to cry on if times turned bad, and advice and counsel when major life decisions had to be made. To close, a few anecdotes: «Mühli» invited me to his home for a live 3 a.m. TV broadcast of the first Ali vs. Frazier boxing match (He provided simultaneous English into German translation of the ring announcer’s repartee.). He gave me the keys to his red Triumph TR4 convertible when he knew I had a «big date» for the weekend. When I was working on a new book, he offered me his alpine chalet for a week of secluded writing. He helped me design my wedding invitations! He gave me a television for my studio apartment. He encouraged my poetry writing. He pushed me into whatever professional limelight was available for a young scientist. He put me in a live Swiss National Television special and had me describe my research in Swiss German dialect!
To end this historical review of one American dentist's experiences in Switzerland, I have to say that what started out in September, 1969, as a one-year contract, finally came to a close in late 1974. Hans Mühlemann was a great 'Chef', an extraordinary mentor, and a wonderful life-long friend.
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Hans R. Mühlemann

Who was «Mühli» for us? Personally, as our «Chef>>, as our Friend?

Thomas Imfeld, Stäfa ZH, Switzerland

The farewell banquet for Professor Mühlemann took place following a departmental automobile rally on September 29, 1983. The banquet was celebrated under the motto «Mühli and his Racing Team.» My intent in this very personal retrospective after almost 35 years is to help explain why Professor Mühlemann was affectionately called «Mühli» by his co-workers and colleagues, and why he always had a dedicated and sworn team surrounding him, rather than a bunch of egocentric warriors.

Prototype and foreman: «Mühli» was a prime example and a unique motivator for all who worked with him. He was the foreman in the truest sense of that word. He demonstrated for us how a person should work. He exhibited an enormous performance output in terms of time, quality and quantity. He was not the «boss» of his racing team sitting on the sidelines and watching the racing cars fly by while radioing to the drivers that they had lost time. He was more like the rabbit in dog racing or the fox in a fox hunt. He was always in front. This was stimulating; but occasionally, on bad days, it was also sometimes frustrating. Nobody could keep up with him. «Mühli» was always busy! Whenever I had to talk something over, I found that the best time to catch him was in his office on Saturday or even better on Sunday morning. It was a safe bet that he was there.

Idea source and idea filter: «Mühli» was always full of new, often avant-garde ideas, which he discussed with us. He had a very «good nose» for what was really important now, and what would truly matter tomorrow. At the same time, he was also an excellent filter for ideas. He consistently checked citations from the literature, critically assessed his own ideas and our suggestions for ingenuity and feasibility, and he made quick decisions. But we never felt constrained by his filtering process because he understood perfectly how to make his personal sieve consistently clear for us.
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HANS R. MÜHLEMANN / COMPANIONS REMEMBER

Thomas Imfeld at the peak of the Huayna Potosí in Bolivia, 6,088 meters above sea level. The smiling tooth under the umbrella on the flag attached to the ice axe is the signet for the AKTION ZAHNFREUNDLICH («Tooth-Friendly Action; www.zahnfreundlich.ch). This is a group of personal members, companies and purveyors of tooth-friendly products in the areas of foodstuffs, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, as well as dental and oral care products. The purpose and goal of the organization, founded in 1985 by Professors Bernhard Guggenheim and Hans R. Mühlemann, is to inform the public about the relationships between oral/dental health and nutrition, the improvement of oral health, and the promotion of tooth-friendly nutrition habits. The group guarantees that the presence of the «smiling tooth» sign means that the product offered for sale is scientifically proven to be safe for teeth.

Ability to inspire: «Mühlis» ability to inspire gave each new coworker an initial advantage and a boost to her/his self-worth. «Mühlis» met each individual at eye level. We all felt like co-workers and collaborators, not like workmen carrying out somebody else’s orders. That gave us wings and the courage to take on new tasks in research. This trust from above led without exception to a formidable level of trust from below. It was, however, not unlimited: If «Mühlis» trust was betrayed, the motto «high flown – low fallen» was quickly observed.

Ability to listen: His facility with inspiration was closely associated with his ability to listen. We could go to him with presumptuous, premature or even immature suggestions and ideas and we would always profit from his idea filter. The Chef’s «open ear» gave especially to young assistants the feeling – often also only the illusion – of «I also understand,» which was extremely motivational. On the other hand, «Mühlis» ability to listen saved him from the fate of so many «Chefs,» namely from what is known as the «isolation of tyrants,» which occurs too often when colleagues and co-workers only tell the boss what they think he wants to hear.

Individual leadership style: «Mühlis» leadership style was embossed by his charismatic personality. «Mühlis» possessed and expressed impartial authority through fact-based deliberations and, even more importantly, through the very essence of his character. He was, however, never «authoritarian!» His co-workers felt his authority rather as a kind of force-field that surrounded him and generated new forces in his environment. In this way it was possible for «Mühlis» to assign tasks; he never had to give orders. Assigned tasks give co-workers the freedom to act, responsibility, stimulation and motivation. Orders do none of this.

Promoter/challenger: «Mühlis» was always a tremendous promoter of his co-workers, but never the beneficiary of colleagues’ work products. Of his approximately 440 publications, he was sole author of 38%, first author of 27%, and co-author of 35%. He was always prepared to allow his assistants and co-workers to appear as first- or second-author. This gave his colleagues the opportunity to position themselves in the world literature. Such chances and motivations have finally led to a situation in which of 180 assistants (over 30 years!), 18 (10%) have been recruited into university chairs and leadership positions the world over.

Personal relations: «Mühlis» relationships to his colleagues and co-workers were very individual. They did not follow any rigid scheme, nor any textbook about «organizational behavior.» Rather, «Mühlis» personal style gave each co-worker her/his necessary free space, and as much propriety as she/he needed. «Mühlis» was not a father, but rather an experienced friend. He always had time and an open door for his co-workers. He never hid behind an appointment book.

Forever young: «Mühlis» was not a distanced professor, never an unapproachable, gray-haired eminence. Much more he was an open, participatory, youthful person with playful delight in new equipment, fast cars, celebrations etc. All this rendered him so sympathetic, and allowed him to simply be himself.

It was not always easy to work for Hans R. Mühlemann, but it was always humanly enriching. To be a member of the «Mühl Team» filled all of his colleagues and co-workers with pride. All of us felt gratitude towards him. Along with his enormous academic stature, he possessed and exuded a wealth of personal competence and empathy. These traits made it for each person a joy to work with and for Hans Mühlemann. It made us feel really good!
Hans R. Mühlemann

«Mühli» as ‘Chef’, Team Leader, Friend and Companion in the Dental Practice – Two Former Team Members Remember

Dr. med. dent. Bernhard Lüscher, Elgg
Dr. med. dent. Heinz Ochsenbein, Winterthur

Prevention and Team Work

These two terms were prominent in all of «Mühli’s» accomplishments, and in all of his life’s work; these terms therefore also influenced us in the private practice of dentistry. The three years we spent with «Mühli» participating in various research and working groups taught us, among many other things, team work. We therefore incorporated «prevention» and «team work» into every phase of our dental practice partnership. We were then (and remain today) convinced that ideas created by team interaction, including critical considerations, can create a stimulating workplace atmosphere.

A dental practice with emphasis on prevention

A clean tooth does not decay; healthy gingiva does not bleed: These two basic concepts of preventive dentistry predominated during the planning phase of our dental practice in Winterthur in 1978. We dedicated more than a third of the area of our practice to prevention. In addition to two completely equipped DH operators, we had three so-called «prophy rooms» outfitted with all of the necessary equipment. For our own operators, we had «rescued» three old dental chairs from the Dental Institute clinic, and had them renovated. They served well for the purposes of patient motivation, information and oral hygiene instruction. What remained was the personnel problem. Dental hygienists were rare at that time; the new DH school in Zurich was the only one in the country. Our own participation as part-time teachers in this school did give us certain advantages, but the few newly graduated dental hygienists were immediately «absorbed» in the dental marketplace. We had to search for possibilities to broaden our practice team; the final solution was the Prophylaxis Assistant (PA).

The «Composite Team» on the occasion of a continuing education course on «Adhesive Dentistry». Photo from March 1976. Professor Hans R. Mühlemann (left) with Dr. Bernhard Lüscher.

Dr. med. dent. Bernhard Lüscher
1965–1971 Dental student, University of Zurich
1971–1972 Assistant dentist in the practice of Dr. Hans Schweizer
1972–1976 Assistant with Prof. Hans R. Mühlemann, later teacher in clinical cariology and periodontology
1976–1978 Teaching at the University of Connecticut School of Dental Medicine (H. Löe)
1978–2013 Private dental practice, together with Heinz Ochsenbein. Later also with Felix Lutz and Fabian Wettstein; teaching under contract with the Dental Society of the Canton of Zurich (ZGZ; today, SSO Zurich) in courses for dental assistants, and continuing education courses. Teaching in the Zurich Dental Hygiene School (DHSZ). Duty as consultant and member of the administrative board of HAWE NEOS DENTAL, Gentilino, TI
Dr. med. dent. Heinz Ochsenbein

1965–1971 Dental Student in Freiburg and Zurich
1971–1972 Assistant dentist with Prof. Hugo L. Obwegeser
1974– Dental Institute, University of Zurich
1971–1977 Assistant and Oberassistent with Prof. Hans R. Mühlemann, Dental Institute, University of Zurich
1975–1977 Teaching contract, periodontology and clinical cariology, Medical Faculty of the University of Zurich, with Prof. Hans R. Mühlemann
Author and co-author of various publications in the field of “chlorhexidine in dental medicine”. Co-worker in mobility measurements of dental implants.

Hans R. Mühlemann – Collector and connoisseur of art

«Mühli» had many interests; a glimpse into his private rooms demonstrates his preference in terms of painting, sculpture and various collections that cannot be easily categorized: Exceptional, out-of-the ordinary and experimental, maybe even comical. His special love and so-to-say his invention was «Tri-Art»: He put together a painting, a sculpture and a crystal, for example a large smoke crystal from his extensive collection of rocks and minerals, and placed the three objects in a certain ‘tense’ spatial arrangement. Always using new combinations he was himself always creative. He photographed his creations and was always pleased to display them.

A new profession arises: The Prophylaxis Assistant (PA)!

To create this new position, we had to overcome several obstacles, both political and governmental (1). Working together with same-minded practitioners (mostly former «Mühli» students!), we put together the «APZ Working Study Group for Preventive Dental Medicine,» and laid out a prospective model for teaching and education. Following several discussions among Study Group members, we concluded that the best course of action was to establish a «crash course» at the Zurich Dental Hygiene School on Minervastrasse 99 for the education and preparation of a state-approved number of Prophylaxis Assistants who would receive official diplomas. Subsequently the Swiss Dental Society (SSO) became active in the project, and offered courses for the PA program’s curriculum. Finally, the prevention team was complete! Cooperation between the PAs and the DHs was frictionless and without problems. The DHs recognized that they would be relieved from routine duties, and they took very seriously their role as Periodontal Co-Therapists.

Dr. Heinz Ochsenbein lecturing at a continuing education course on «Adhesive Dentistry,» March 1976.
Staff meetings enhance team work within the dental practice team

We incorporated into our practice yet another aspect of «team thinking» from our experiences in «Mühli’s» department: the Staff Meeting. We remembered that in «Mühli’s» department every Thursday morning at 7:30 there was a Staff Meeting on the «I» floor of the Dental Institute, adjacent to «Mühli’s» office. All of the co-workers from the «D», «I» and some from «K» (Caries Research) floors assembled, and this demonstrated just exactly how big «Mühli’s» department was; it was then still called «Department of Cariology, Periodontology and Preventive Dental Medicine.» «Mühli» went over his meeting agenda, usually with his eyeglasses hanging from one ear. Then each staff member around the table gave her/his report. Discussion revolved around issues of administration, personnel, problems in the student clinical courses. Everyone could feel «Mühli’s» leadership style. He gave every co-worker a lot of leeway, but made his demands known to everybody. He had a lot of patience, and he accepted even opposition. If the argument was convincing, he might smile or slap one on the shoulder; when not, the speaker lost!

Our daily work as practitioners remained characterized by the lessons we learned and the experiences we had in «Mühli’s» team. We sought to adopt his critical thinking about new developments («Where are the controls?»). We were indeed lucky to maintain our contacts with «Mühli» even after he retired. For many years, we would find copies of scientific publications in the mailbox, when he thought they would be of interest to his former colleagues. There can be no doubt that is was for us a privilege to have the opportunity to have «Mühli» as a teacher and Chef, and later to be able to maintain our friendly relationship with him.
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An additional photo from the «Adhesive Dentistry» continuing education course from March 1976: (from left) Dr. Bernhard Lüscher, Prof. Dr. Felix Lutz, Dr. Heinz Ochsenbein.
Hans R. Mühlemann


Prof. em. Dr. med. dent. Thomas M. Marthaler, Zürich
Prof. em. Dr. med. dent. Klaus G. König, Nijmegen (NL)

Tomi Marthaler: The thoughtful strategist and team inspirer; Klaus König: His passionate student. Both averse to «drill and fill» dentistry, both pledged 100% to the Mühlemann credo «Prevention is our Priority».

The epidemiological «twin pair», Thomas Marthaler (left) and Klaus König (right).
During the years 1956 through 1959, we sat together as brothers at a long table, initially on the second floor of the venerable Semper Building at 4 Zürichbergstrasse, and later along the windowed western wall of the new Dental Institute at 11 Plattenstrasse. From 1959 until 1968, we worked there on the uppermost floor, Room K-34, enjoying a panoramic view to the east over the Lake of Zurich and beyond that to the almost always snow-covered Vrenelisgärtli.

Spring 1956: Important events – New developments

In the early years, «Mühli» was an admirable boss but, because of his strict adherence to principles, he was also a somewhat feared boss. If one of us showed up late for work, we would invariably find a hand-written note from «Mühli» on the chair: «We start work at 8 a.m. around here!» At the latest, «Mühli» himself could be found every morning at 7 a.m. at his desk in the adjacent corner office. Once or twice each day, he would drive the 100 meters to the nearby post office in his Borgward Isabella Coupé to empty his post office box. Because of a previous serious skiing accident, he suffered terrible pain while walking, but he never complained.

The first week of April 1956 was filled with events that lead to new developments. Tomi Marthaler had just returned from an extended postgraduate program in the United States, at the Forsyth Dental Infirmary for Children in Boston, Massachusetts, a philanthropic center for treatment, teaching and continuing education. The primary goal of the center revolved around prevention of dental caries. During his time in Boston, Tomi learned a great deal! Fluoridation of communal U.S. water supplies was in its infancy. Annually, many millions of school hours were lost because of dental problems. At that time, the Forsyth Institute was recognized internationally as the destination for dentists and dental scientists who were interested in prevention. Professor Mühlemann recognized that the young Thomas Marthaler had gleaned from Forsyth the knowledge and the motivation to become an ideal collaborator in his department.

Even then, Tomi Marthaler – already a virtuoso clarinetist, member of a jazz band and accompanist for the iconic singer Ella Fitzgerald – did not lose sight of the necessity to study and learn modern research methodology in the USA, in addition to music! Above all, he became an expert in American and British methods for the planning and statistical evaluation of scientific experiments. Supported and accompanied by Professor Arthur Linder (ETH Zürich and University of Geneva; later also University of Lausanne), Tomi quickly became an authority in the area of research/experimental planning.

In the first week of April, 1956, the young dentist Klaus König also joined «Mühli’s» team. Klaus was tasked with development of dental caries research methods employing animal model systems in the Caries Research Station of the department. Using microradiography, in his early research endeavors «Mühli» had already studied the diffusion of radioactive iodine in dental enamel. From this he had developed the concept of reducing the solubility of dental hard tissue through use of fluoride compounds, whose diffusion could be accelerated and enhanced through use of small, organic «carrier molecules.» For the synthesis of these types of addition combinations – first with the 23 amino acids – «Mühli» garnered the participation of chemist Hans Schmid at the GABA Company in Therwil/Basel, Switzerland. The compounds were first tested in vitro in the laboratory of Dr. Angela Schait in «Mühli’s» department, to ascer-
tain their ability to reduce enamel solubility. Successful compounds could then be tested in an animal model, and eventually in human clinical trials. Chemist Schmid also arranged for the transfer of caries-susceptible Osborne-Mendel rats from the US National Institute for Dental Research (Bethesda, MD). Young dentist Klaus König from Bremen, Germany, was tasked first with preparing extracted 6-year molars from school children for the chemical enamel solubility test (Of note: first molars were at that time routinely «preventively» (sic!) extracted), and secondly to set up caging facilities and a breeding program for the rats to be used for subsequent in vivo investigations. The enormous number of nipples for the rats’ plastic drinking bottles that «Mühli» had planned were fabricated by «glass blower» König from glass tubing, with frequent assistance from Thomas Marthaler.

Planning and evaluation of the experiments

«Mühli» himself planned the initial studies with rats, distributing them into various cages according to his original plan. Thomas Marthaler, who at the time was attending Professor Linder’s lectures about planning and evaluating such studies, did not agree with «Mühli’s» arrangements. Tomi worked in the evening to re-arrange the rats in a block design with randomization. The next morning, «Mühli» reacted indignantly, but after the storm cleared he was chivalrous and fair, and accepted the deliberations of his young coworker Marthaler in the use and application of scientifically correct principles of planning. Young König was deeply influenced, and supported with verve Tomi’s study of Professor Linder’s examples of planning and evaluation of in vivo experiments. In the summer of 1956 we both received «Mühli’s» permission to attend an important Symposium of the Biometric Society at Vöstalpine AG in Linz, Austria, where «steel makers» and other R&D specialists presented and discussed examples of scientific planning. It was on this occasion that the Austrian-Swiss Section of the Biometric Society was founded. Professor Linder was the chairman and soon thereafter brought Thomas Mathaler and Klaus König into the Advisory Board.

With «Mühli’s» concurrence, Tomi assumed responsibility for the planning and evaluation of all studies on-going in the department. In the international dental journal Helvetica Odontologica Acta (HOA), founded by «Mühli» in 1957, scientifically solid research findings from the department’s various research endeavors were published. But that was not enough: «Mühli» gave Tomi the freedom to work in concert with the Data Analysis Center of the University of Zurich. Marthaler subsequently offered his services and guidance more and more broadly to all researchers in the medical faculty of the university.

Thomas Marthaler also quickly undertook analysis of «Mühli’s» investigations of the cell division rate in the basal cell layer of the gingiva, and correlated these observations of patients with periodontal inflammation and tooth mobility. Because this deep cell layer was not straight (like the superficial layer) but rather appeared as a deeply undulating wave course, a complicated method of measurement was necessary to measure the length of the cell layer. Marthaler called his relatively simple and straightforward method for accomplishing this measurement of wave-forms «archography.» The «archograph» was a rod with a needle’s eye at one end and a reversed sewing needle at the other end. A thread was inserted through the eye and by rolling the rod along the wave-form on a microphoto, the precise length of the row of cells could be determined.
Almost daily, «Mühli» came up with new ideas emanating from his sleepless nights; he stored these ideas in a hand-held Dictaphone, and laid them out for us the following morning. We discovered these on hand-written notes he left for us. «Mühli’s» «open door policy» meant that he was always present and quickly available for discussions. We always considered his ideas carefully, but also critically, and «Mühli» was always fair, accepting alternative ideas and concepts. Even in our early work together, Tomi was heavily involved with caries diagnosis as an instrument within oral epidemiology. In 1959, «Mühli» allowed both of us to attend the ORCA Congress (ORCA = European Society for Caries Research) in Hamburg, Germany, where we met many dental scientists, among them Professor Otto Backer Dirks, a microbiologist and caries epidemiologist with whom we quickly became friends. Together with Professor Geoffrey Slack (London), he had founded the «Probe Sticker Club», which was also invited to join. While Slack performed caries diagnosis by probing occlusal fissures, Backer Dirks and Marthaler – and in their wake also Klaus König – were advocates of visual caries diagnosis, which Tomi refined into a high quality perfection. Both had recognized early on that valid clinical evaluation of preventive measures would only be possible with precise diagnosis.

Fluoride tablets for school children – Fluoride additive combinations in dentifrices

One of our colleagues from Emmental presented us with an interesting possibility for a caries study in the mid-1960s. As the school dentist, he had received permission from the communities of Rohrbach and Ehriswil to examine the dentition of all new pupils starting school. Afterwards, he attempted to have the teachers in these two communities distribute fluoride-containing tablets to the children on each school day. He was successful in this attempt in only one of the two communities, after acceptance by the teachers and parents. In 1966, he reported on his gratifying results: For the children in the community who took the fluoride tablets daily, the incremental caries increase over time was significantly reduced in comparison to those children in the «control group» community (no fluoride tablets). Planning experts Marthaler and König reacted with some skepticism: The school dentist was not «blinded», that is to say he was aware of which children had taken the fluoride tablets and which had not. A reduction in caries was to be expected, so perhaps the school dentist – unintentionally – had not registered each and every tiny carious lesion in all children? The two young Zurich researchers quickly formulated a plan: We would drive our research vehicle – an ancient Citroen «deux chevaux» – into Emmental, and in a «neutral» location between Rohrbach and Ehriswil re-examine all of the children from both communities without knowledge of the children’s home locations. The school children themselves were «sworn to secrecy» about their home community, and further sworn to silence. «Mühli» approved the plan and actively supported it. Everyone involved agreed and participated. The 3-day event went off as planned, and was successful. The results were clear, as proven by Marthaler’s statistical tests of the detected number of carious lesions: Those children who had taken fluoride tablets daily for five years exhibited significantly fewer carious lesions than those children in the non-fluoride-tablet control group. Caries on smooth surfaces, buccal and interproximal, was prevented more successfully than fissure caries. This distribution and spectrum of caries reduction corresponded well to the findings from contemporary drinking water fluoridation studies in the United States. The most important conclusions from this research experience were: In contrast to the American studies, which claimed that systemic intake of fluoride was critically necessary during the time of tooth formation if caries prevention were to be realized, the Marthaler/König study clearly showed that even after tooth eruption local (topical) fluoride application can be very effective. With the school children of Emmental, fluoride tablet ingestion started only in the seventh year of life, when the 6-year molars and anterior teeth had already erupted. That was a very welcome stimulus for «Mühli»; who had from the outset predicted that the topical application of fluoride combinations and fluoride-containing dentifrices would be effective in preventing dental caries.

In the interim between 1956 and 1959, the synthesis of fluoride addition-combinations by Hans Schmid, and their testing in vitro and in animal experiments in the Caries Research Laboratory at the University of Zurich continued without interruption; over 300 compounds were evaluated. Based on the promising results from studies in rats by König, and also upon promising attributes such as stability and compatibility, attempts at formulation of a fluoride-containing dentifrice were initiated. The fluoride compound chosen was the combination of two fluoride addition-combinations: #242, cetylamine dihydrofluoride and #297, an ion-active ethodoumine hydrofluoride. Soon thereafter, Thomas Marthaler initiated a 7-year clinical-epidemiologic study with school children who were provided with this new dentifrice. The product was named elmex®, and it entered the marketplace in 1963 by GABA AG, Thervil/Basel, Switzerland. Its caries-preventive efficacy in humans was demonstrated by Marthaler’s long-term clinical trials. This represented an extremely successful contribution to «Mühli’s» goal: «More oral health for more people.» During the final two years of our collaboration, 1967 and 1968, we were increasingly independent and self-supporting. That meant, for Thomas Marthaler, that long before 1977 when he formed a «Station for Applied Prevention» he would be more and more deeply involved with school-based caries prevention. With excellent cooperation from the Health Director of the Canton of Zurich, Tomi brought politics so far that regulations were instituted: These regulations demanded that all schools initiate specific preventive dental measures or risk losing Federal financial subsidies. At this same time, Klaus König completed his 100th rat caries study (dealing with the cariogenicity of soft drinks favored by humans). König received a call to accept a chairmanship at the University of Munich, which he rejected, but he accepted a call to chair a more research-oriented department at the University of Nijmegen, and had to say good-bye to Tomi Marthaler, to «Mühli» and to Zurich at the end of 1968.

The good and friendly relationships and the exchange of scientific progress have been maintained over the ensuing decade.
Hans R. Mühlemann

Remembering Professor Hans R. Mühlemann and My Time at the «Zahnärztliches Institut der Universität Zürich» in 1971

Anna Matsuishi Pattison, R.D.H., M.S., Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Dr. Hans R. Mühlemann – Mentor and Agent of Change

The famous anthropologist, Dr. Margaret Mead, once wrote, «Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.» Dr. Hans R. Mühlemann epitomized the essence of this quote. His life and his legacy are proof that it is indeed possible for a single person to influence a group of committed people, and affect meaningful, significant change in this world.

I am quite certain that «Mühli» understood this, believed it, practiced it and showed us all by example that ideas are not only dreams. Good ideas can become goals that can and do come to fruition if one is dedicated to working as tirelessly as he did to achieve them. As a young dental hygiene student at the University of Southern California from 1963 to 1967, my goal was to make a difference in the treatment of periodontitis and to decrease the incidence and prevalence of periodontitis in the United States. During my first months in the clinic, I knew that I did not want to work only in...
private practice. I wanted to accomplish more. I pursued a Master’s Degree in Dental Hygiene at Columbia University in New York City. After teaching at U.S.C. for two years, I had the opportunity to participate in a research project funded by a grant from the U.S. federal government at U.C.L.A. in 1970, and I wrote the first instrumentation textbook for dental hygiene (1). At the end of that year, I decided to write letters to several universities in Europe with hopes of securing a teaching position and living abroad. To my surprise and delight, the first letter I received was from Switzerland. Dr. Hans R. Mühlemann invited me to join his team in the Dental Institute, University of Zurich.

Memories of Zurich

On this particularly gray day in November, I am working as usual in the «Abteilung für Kariologie, Parodontologie und Prävention» at the «Zahnärztliches Institut der Universität Zürich». I will be doing deep scaling and root planing on some of the most difficult periodontitis patients that I have ever seen in my life. The treatment of these very challenging patients forces me to perfect my hand instrumentation with Gracey curettes. The daily work on these severe periodontitis patients allows me to develop my clinical skills more than at any other time in my career.

Anna Matsuishi Pattison, R.D.H., M.S.

1963 – 1967 Dental Hygiene Student, University of Southern California
1967 – 1968 Master’s Student, Columbia University, New York
1968 – 1970 Assistant Professor, Department of Periodontics and Dental Hygiene, University of Southern California School of Dentistry, Los Angeles
1970 – 1971 Associate Director for Dental Auxiliary Occupations, University of California at Los Angeles, Allied Health Professions Project
1971 – 1972 Dental Hygienist and Instructor, Department of Cariology, Periodontology and Oral Prevention, Dental Institute, University of Zurich, Switzerland
1972 – 1973 Assistant Professor, Department of Periodontics, University of Southern California School of Dentistry, Los Angeles
1973 – 1975 Assistant Clinical Professor, Periodontology, Tufts University School of Dental Medicine and Clinical Instructor, Forsyth School for Dental Hygienists
1975 – 1979 Assistant Professor of Periodontics and Dental Hygiene, University of Southern California School of Dentistry, Los Angeles
1979 – 2012 Associate Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene, University of Southern California Ostrow School of Dentistry, Los Angeles
1984 – 1989 Chair, Department of Dental Hygiene, University of Southern California School of Dentistry, Los Angeles
2002 – 2012 Editor-In-Chief, Dimensions of Dental Hygiene
2000 – Present Co-Director Pattison Institute

In addition to working in the «Poliklinik», I am the dental hygienist for one of the early chlorhexidine studies being conducted by Dr. Heinz H. Renggli and Dr. Hubert E. Schroeder (2). The penetrating dark brown stain on the roots of the research patients who are rinsing with the higher concentrations of chlorhexidine is so deep and tenacious that it is hurting my hand and I fear that I am removing too much root structure.

Suddenly, one day, Dr. Ulrich P. Saxon comes into my operatory and says that the «Chef» wants to see me immediately. Since I am treating a patient, I say, «I can go later when I am finished here.» Dr. Saxon says, «No, no. When the «Chef» says he wants to see you, you must go right away. Tell your patient that you have to leave now.» I am almost shaking as I hurry up the stairs to Dr. Mühlemann’s office. Did I do something wrong? Is he upset about how I am treating the patients? Is he going to fire me?

I am relieved to see that the «Chef» is in a good mood today. He greets me with a huge smile that makes his teeth seem as prominent as the large black square frames of his glasses. He holds up a brand new copy of my first book on dental hygiene instrumentation (1) and says, «I just received this new book from a friend in the States. Did you write this book?» It says the author is Anna Matsuishi Pattison, but can this be you? You are so young!» I say, «Yes, I am only 24 years old but I spent a year working on this book before I moved here to help you establish the first dental hygiene school in Switzerland. I have been anxiously waiting to receive my first copy but you have gotten it before me!» Then he says, «We are not planning to start the dental hygiene school for at least two years. I think you need to be actively teaching, doing research and writing books back in California rather than only treating patients in our clinic.»

Building on the foundation of my experiences in «Mühli’s» department and re-energized by the confidence that I had gained from him, I returned to the University of Southern California (U.S.C.) School of Dentistry in Los Angeles to teach dental hygiene and periodontics again. From 1973 to 1975, we moved to Boston where I taught in the Periodontics Department at the Tufts University School of Dental Medicine and the Forsyth School for Dental Hygienists. After returning to U.S.C., I wrote a new book, Periodontal Instrumentation, in 1979, with my husband (3). In 1984, I became Chair of Dental Hygiene and published the second edition of our book in 1992 (4). We have also written chapters on instrumentation in the last eight editions of Carranza’s Periodontal Therapy, the most widely used periodontics textbook in the world (5).

The motivation for all my teaching and writing after I left Zurich was directly influenced by my relationship with «Mühli» and his team, because the Institute was a unique place where anything was possible. The research and accomplishments of «Mühli’s» team showed me that a goal as lofty as eliminating dental and periodontal disease in an entire country was not a crazy idea. It could be achieved by the right hard-working people with the right motivation and desire to make a lasting difference. I would never have written more after 1971 if I had not been exposed to «Mühli» and his colleagues.

I often stay up late nights with my writing, and I remember Dr. Mühlemann and how hard he would always work at night and on weekends. He had an incredible work ethic. «Mühli» motivated me by example because he was a giant in his field who had boundless energy and was constantly dedicated to his work whether it was teaching, lecturing, writing, doing research or simply listening and talking with his students.

I retired from full-time teaching in 2002 but I continue to teach part-time and participate in periodontal research. From 2002 to 2012, I served as the Editor-In-Chief of «Dimensions of Dental Hygiene», a new clinical journal which is read by 70,000 dental hygienists in the U.S.A. (6). In 2013, I created the Pattison Institute website with fourteen hours of instrumentation videos for students and practitioners. (7)

Today, I am still working tirelessly toward my goal of decreasing the tremendous amount of periodontal disease in America and in the world. This is the same goal that «Mühli» and I shared and
discussed while I was in Zurich. It is the goal that he encouraged me to pursue when I left Zurich forty-six years ago. Since I began as a young instructor and after all my years of teaching and writing, Dr. Mühlemann’s wise words of guidance still resonate. His vision of the future and his dedication to the profession have been a constant inspiration to me throughout my career.

Memories of Colleagues

Dr. Mühlemann had a vision of elevating prevention and periodontics so that every Swiss citizen would have less caries and less periodontal disease. Through his research, publications, and mentorship of students and colleagues, «Mühli» advanced the development of fluorides, dental hygiene schools, preventive programs in schools and many more projects to succeed in dramatically improving dental health in Switzerland.

Dr. Ulrich P. Saxer, Dr. Werner H. Mörmann, Dr. Heinz H. Renggli, Dr. Markus Germann and Dr. Thomas Hassell were all my colleagues in 1971. Our exposure to «Mühli» early in our careers was very inspirational because his ability to mentor and encourage us was special. Each of us has had a lifelong career of contributing to the advancement of dentistry, periodontics and prevention. All of us share a particular devotion to the ideals that «Mühli» instilled in us with his charismatic leadership so many decades ago.

I had less time with Dr. Mühlemann compared to the others but I very much appreciated how he treated me with respect and always took me seriously. Subsequently, when faced with various obstacles, I always behaved in a polite and professional manner because I reflected upon how Dr. Mühlemann had always treated me with dignity. I continued to keep in touch with Dr. Saxer over the years because it gave me hope. I knew that if progress was still being made by «Mührli»s» team to decrease caries and periodontal disease in Switzerland, it could be possible to make that same progress in the United States.

Final Thoughts

Few people in life leave one with a lasting impression of greatness. Professor Hans R. Mühlemann left that impression on everyone who had the privilege of working with him. His vision, leadership, genuine caring and mentoring of so many graduate students and colleagues has greatly improved the dental health of all Swiss citizens and of people throughout the world. As we honor him on this occasion of his 100th birthday, let us all remember that the life work of Dr. Hans R. Mühlemann lives on in each of us who knew him, greatly admired him and continue to follow his lead.
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Hans R. Mühlemann

My Time with «Mühli»

Thomas Reich, Schwerzenbach ZH, Switzerland

First Impression

With his eyeglasses hanging from one ear, Prof. Mühlemann was rummaging through a mountain of paperwork on his desk as I was ushered into his office. He seemed to be almost unaware of my presence, but fired off his first question: «Have you ever published anything?» I was a bit irritated by the tone of his question, but stumbled through a response, relating that as an electronics engineer in private industry I was obliged not to publish. With a dismissive nod, he interrupted me and acknowledged that I must be here to interview for the position of an electronics engineer that had been advertised for the Bioelectronics Section in his department on May 6, 1975.

The Bioelectronics Section was located on the top floor of a new building located immediately adjacent to the Dental Institute, at 14 Plattenstrasse, Zurich. That floor of the building had only recently been added to the existing two floors. I learned later that he had invested the prize money from his highly-regarded Otto Naegeli Award for the construction and equipping of the new space, which permitted him to expand his research arena.

In the middle of the laboratory there stood a huge Olympia espresso machine and all of its accouterments. This beast had been a gift from «Mühli,» «…so that nobody would fall asleep during working hours.» The machine quickly became the lab’s communication center. When it began to huff, puff and gurgle, everyone gathered around to take a coffee break. All of the staff regarded

The author, Thomas Reich — «Mühli» called him Tomreich — (right) and Thomas Imfeld — «Mühli» called him Thomfeld (left). This photograph was taken around 1978.
Chef openly but with respect. I recognized and appreciated the relaxed atmosphere. In the «modern» American manner, «Mühl» addressed his employees using the formal German Sie, but by first name. He proudly pointed out to me the veritable arsenal of laboratory research equipment and apparatus. Visually dominant in the lab was a monstrosity of a Beckmann multi-channel recorder dating from the 1960s.

«Breaking in»

At that time, the most important job was to make certain that the pH-telemetry equipment was functioning reliably. «Mühl» emphasized the point: «Without reliable pH-telemetry, we can’t carry out the intraoral pH measurements required by companies who seek the ‘Safe for Teeth’ logo, and we can’t pursue further research in the area of human plaque pH. Several other unfinished electronic construction projects were also there, as well as a highly skilled precision mechanic, with whom I almost immediately developed collegial rapport. My level of interest was awakened! When I accepted the position in the autumn of 1975, «Mühl» told me to make myself at home, get to know the place, and take whatever time it took to acclimatize to the laboratory environment. Of course at that time I did not know that a new employee’s productivity during the «break-in» period was being closely observed, which ultimately gave Mühl enough information to quite definitively give

«We are falling behind. The Americans are electronically ahead of us!!»
The first IS-FETs (special transistors) had appeared, but proved not to be useful for our purposes. «Mühl» was comparing our 2-man laboratory to large American companies — no limits!

Thomas Reich

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966 – 1967</td>
<td>Three semesters as a medical student, University of Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Following military service, intensive rock band activity (guitar and speaker fabrication); various positions in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Diploma in electronics from «The Technikum Winterthur»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Development engineer, Zellweger Uster, ETX Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 – 2011</td>
<td>Electronics engineer in the Bioelectronics Section under Prof. Hans R. Mühlemann and his successors. Development of measurement devices and systems (hard- and software)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a thumbs-up or a thumbs-down. My breaking-in time went by quickly, and came to an abrupt halt. I was called to Chef’s office. He said he had received complaints, but did not want to say from whom. I was always relaxed, and never walked around in a white lab coat! This information must have gotten to Chef via his Oberas-sistent, Dr. Felix Lutz.

Lutz had regarded me with a suspicious eye more than once, and the mechanic in the lab told me: «He doesn’t like people with beards, anyway.» In the mean time, I had modified a profilometer so that it could be used by Lutz to complete his advanced disser-tation. Two days later, I was again called to «Mühli’s» office. He beamed at me with a broad smile and said «I have been informed that a break-through has been accomplished. You can walk around «Silly me, I made a tiny correction on the FRAME HOLD. I didn’t touch any-thing else!» He had «un-adjusted» his mini-television.

«Mühli» and Electronics

«Mühli» was an enthusiastic fan of modern electronics and telecommunications. He possessed the largest arsenal of electronic gadgets that I had ever seen. From electric letter openers, to pencil sharpeners, to mini-TVs, long-distance receivers, electroshock de-vices and radio scanners. He loved listening to chatter on the police scanner. One of his numerous secretaries procured all of the newest gadgets as soon as Chef gave her an advertisement he’d cut out of the newspaper. Of course, it fell to me to keep all of these devices in working order at all times!

He always had a great hunger for the latest electronic measure-ment devices for research. Innumerable anti-bruxism devices, pain generators for studies of analgesics, iontophoresis apparatus, de-vices for measurement of tooth mobility and reflectometers were fabricated from scratch. The list was almost endless.

«Once again: KAPUTT! I threw the packaging in the trash. When can you fix this thing?!»

«Mühli’s» early version of today’s SMS messages consisted of hand-written, usually colorful 3M Post-It notes with questions and orders. I have reproduced a few here as examples of the hundreds he wrote.

The earliest personal computer developments occurred during my time with «Mühli.» The first computer we had in the bioelectron-ics lab was a Commodore PET with 8k RAM, tape cassettes and a programming handbook, which we acquired in 1980. We pro-grammed the first software for data reduction and analysis. Data entry was by means of a huge HP-digitizer with a transparent sur-face. It was possible to project images from behind, and subject the recovered data to statistical analysis with appropriate software.
in the computer. Subsequently, we got hold of the CBM8032 with diskettes, and we were able to record the pH-telemetry curves with a plotter. «Mühlil’s» graphic artist was not delighted that I thereby took over part of her work!

In 1982, we developed the capability to view the pH curves directly on a computer screen using a graphics board. Swiss National Television produced a TV program reporting on intraoral pH telemetry, and was enthusiastic about this modern technology. «Mühlil’s» own bounding enthusiasm for every new advance was also stimulating. Included was his patience with the often unconventional working times of his project developer, so he could be creative day or night. Unfortunately, the first McIntosh computer appeared only in 1985, two years after «Mühlil» had retired into academic emeritus status. The biggest crisis we ever experienced with «Mühlil» occurred shortly before his retirement. Lasers were all the rage during the early 1980s. We also experimented with laser devices to examine and probe the topography of the tooth surface. The test restorations were moved by computer guidance. «Mühlil» was immediately enthusiastic, and delighted that we would be the first to possess and employ laser technology. Unfortunately, it soon became evident that the laser beam actually penetrated both enamel and acrylic restorative materials. It was therefore impossible the make accurate measurements in the µ range. We equipped the Z-axis with a precision tip. This made it possible to examine the teeth even when they were wet. When «Mühlil» heard about this, we received a written protest from him: «Everybody kept me in the dark about this!» Only at this moment did we realize that he had already announced that the laser was a major breakthrough in the accurate measurement of abrasion. Finally in 1983 we were able to perform precise 3D measurement and configuration at the µ level of accuracy to measure abrasion of tooth hard structure and restorative materials surfaces. When «Mühlil» saw the first results emanating from the measurement device that I had invented, he quieted down (fortunately for us!). At the annual meeting of the AADR in Cincinnati in the Spring of 1983, six American universities expressed the desire to purchase one of our «3D Tooth Scanners.» Following his retirement and for more than 10 years, I continued to provide «Mühlil» with private technical assistance for his immense arsenal of electronics and computer equipment. He permitted me to personally look after his enormous collection of devices and gadgets.

Contact
Thomas Reich
tomreich@ggaweb.ch
It must have been in 1962, during the final year of my dental clinical education. I had just finished very carefully preparing a cavity on 36, the mandibular left first molar, and had positioned and secured the matrix band retainer. Suddenly there was a commotion in the clinic, and my classmate in the adjacent operatory grabbed my attention: «Mühli is in the clinic! This was not something that happened every day in the practical student clinic. I looked around the room, confirmed his presence, and suspected that he would come to the operatory in only a few minutes and examine «my» patient. As quickly as that thought crossed my mind, he headed straight for me. I had only enough time to straighten up my instrument tray and to inform my patient that the Professor would personally inspect the cavity preparation.

Mühli’s motto: Treat the entire patient – not just some isolated pathological condition

After briefly greeting the patient, and with a friendly nod in my direction, Mühli picked up the mouth mirror, used it to illuminate the patient’s oral cavity, put the mirror back onto the bracket table, took the patient’s chart in his hands and asked me with an inquisitive look: «I’m certain that you noticed the erythema on the hard palate in the region of teeth 15/16?» Then, with an expression of surprise, he added: «Or not?»! – Erythema on the hard palate? I had spent almost all morning preparing the cavity on 36 for a restoration. I really had no time for an examination of the oral mucosa! «No, I did not notice it,» I responded, «all of my attention was dedicated to the cavity preparation on 36.» «Good,» he said, «I can understand that, from your point of view. But here sits a patient who has put his trust in you, and not only for your perfect performance of today’s restorative therapy. He trusts you – and has the right to expect from you – that your work will encompass the health of his whole mouth and not just the repair of carious lesions.» Mühli immediately informed the patient that the erythema he referred to was of no clinical importance or relevance, and that the clinical instructor are obligated to concentrate attention on the practical student clinic. I looked around the room, confirmed his presence, and suspected that he would come to the operatory in only a few minutes and examine «my» patient. As quickly as that thought crossed my mind, he headed straight for me. I had only enough time to straighten up my instrument tray and to inform my patient that the Professor would personally inspect the cavity preparation.

Mühli stimulated us to become independent thinkers through reading of and interpretation of the scientific literature

During my early dental education, this very valuable personal meeting with a teacher – in this case with Mühli himself – made me aware, then and after many years of working closely with him, of one of his very special characteristics: Stimulation towards independent learning by reading and interpreting the scientific literature. Mühli himself revealed his own enormous hunger for knowledge, which he attempted to quench through continuous analysis of the literature. He also possessed a broad spectrum of clinical knowledge, and upon this he was able to base his diagnoses with certainty. Later, as I pursued my own continuing professional education in Mühli’s department, it became clear to me that it is only with sound basic knowledge of the myriad of oral diseases that a clear differential diagnosis of local and systemic pathological alterations can be achieved, and proper treatment provided. For myself, as a young student but also later during my initial years as an evolving educator, I had to come to the conclusion that, lacking such knowledge, I was not yet clinically masterful, and that I still had a lot to learn. On that day in the clinic, Mühli was of course correct: Together with my clinical instructor and only after I had read and absorbed the relevant literature could I be in a position to correctly assess the nature and etiology of that patient’s palatal erythema. He arranged it so that the clinical instructor would peruse the appropriate documentation, and would make a report at the next meeting of the clinical staff concerning that patient’s palatal erythema. He arranged it so that the clinical instructor would peruse the appropriate documentation, and would make a report at the next meeting of the clinical staff concerning that patient’s palatal erythema. Here I can acknowledge a second important characteristic exhibited my Mühli: His excellent ability to delegate to his assistants as many tasks as he felt they could carry out to solve a specific problem, while giving them the time, space and stimulation for the creation of new ideas and the identification of new challenges. The things I learned during my years with Mühli in Zurich – clear definition in diagnosis and delegation of appropriate tasks to co-workers – I was later able to incorporate thoroughly into my academic profession, all with deepest gratitude to Mühli.
The basic science concepts and the new ideas and treatment strategies I learned during my early academic life made it impossible for me to enter the private dental practice partnership founded by my grandfather. Toward the end of my years as a dental student and young teacher, I began to think seriously about my future in the profession. In Lucerne, Switzerland, my grandfather had established a private dental practice, which had been propagated over the years by his three sons, so it was naturally assumed that after I successfully passed the requisite board examinations I, as a young dentist with an excellent education and new ideas, would take over for the now somewhat aged practice team. It seemed to be generally accepted by all that a more youthful and fresh leadership would be in a better position to confront more contemporary dental problems while incorporating then-novel therapeutic methods. During the final years of my dental education, I made several attempts to involve myself in the private practice, but I had to come to the somewhat drastic conclusion that the treatment strategies I had learned and those of my predecessors were too widely disparate. The routine, often very radical prosthetic strategies literally frightened me! From Mühli, I had learned “Until it doesn’t work anymore,” a primary and secondary strategy wherein preventive measures had to always be at the top of the treatment plan; prosthetic measures, while frequently necessary, were relegated to secondary status. I sought this kind of dental medical practice, but I did not find it in the family practice where I was expected to be a future participant and leader. It quickly became clear to me that, after passing the board exams, the pathway into private dental practice could not be my pathway! I wanted to immerse myself more deeply in dental medicine, to learn as much as I could from competent colleagues, and to experience more contemporary (not to say “radical”) dental treatment concepts. Mühli’s department seemed to me to be the right place at the right time. I applied for an assistantship in the Department for Prevention, Conservative Dentistry and Periodontology, and I was of course extremely happy when I received an offer to become a junior assistant (in the U.S.A.: “graduate student”).

Rich years of learning as an assistant in Mühli’s department

Later, during my many years as a co-worker in Mühli’s department, I participated in hundreds of clinical patient case presentations, and observed Mühli as he performed surgery; I regularly attended his lectures and participated in the many seminars he organized. Through all of this, I was continuously amazed by his phenomenal knowledge and his didactic abilities. He was for me the embodiment of an academic teacher/mentor, whose conclusions were always based upon scientific data, and who could find crystal clear relationships within clinical procedures that had to be either accepted or rejected. There is one negative point that, looking back, I have to mention: For years he did not reconcile a major clinical/scientific controversy: The Scandinavian researchers believed that periodontitis was a microbial plaque-related disease, while other scientists supported a more mechanical, functional etiology involv-
ing improper occlusal loading. Mühlemann’s depth of scientific knowledge lead him to accept the credibility of the plaque-based theory, but as a clinician he was vehement in his conclusion that patients suffering from periodontitis would benefit from the removal of occluso-articular improper loading («occlusal adjustment,» «pre-mature contacts»). After visiting numerous Scandinavian dental clinics and universities, he summed up his observations like this: «Plaque control in the patients I have observed is optimal. But due to surgical procedures, their teeth are too long, and they wiggle like cows’ tails.»

I fondly remember the discussions he had with patients, expressing empathy as he tried to extract responses from them, but rock solid in subsequent argumentation with his staff, trying to elucidate possible etiologic factors and apply them to a definitive diagnosis. I can still hear him saying: «More or less everything is covered in the literature. One just has to read books and journals, and properly interpret what is written.» Thus he was, our Mühli, for himself and with his enormous knowledge base. Almost everything was self-evident!

I also think fondly back to being present when Mühli performed surgery, always with the highest possible clinical skill and deftness. These events could be compared to theatrical presentations on the stage! The older staff members arranged themselves politely at the foot of the operatory chair, while the young members clustered and jockeyed for positions near the patient’s head, near the surgical site. Wherever possible back then, tablets of blank paper were used to immediately capture any of the surgeon’s deft maneuvers or Mühli’s cryptic comments in writing. During the post-surgical staff meeting, some were intrepid enough to suggest that the operation had not gone precisely as portrayed in the text book. Mühli usually dismissed such comments with a wave of his hand, and guaranteed that the surgical result would turn out to be excellent. And to our surprise, he was (almost!) always right! He was so self-assured because of his vast knowledge and his innate and well-honed clinical skills.

**Oral immunology – Immune responses in the etiology of periodontitis: Mühli transfers me to Thomas Lehner in London**

One day, Mühli stormed into my office with a stack of publications from his private collection. «Tonight I read» – reading at night was one of him most treasured pursuits – «that bacterial invasion into tissue appears not to be the primary cause of periodontitis, but rather the subsequent immune response mechanisms. We have to learn more about that! Are you knowledgeable in this area?» No, I was not. Up until then, we were operating under the assumption that periodontal destruction could be attributed to the bacteria, and that even specific bacteria were the etiologic agents. «Then we have to undertake something. I am assuming that, in the future, we are going to have to deal intensively with the local immune mechanisms. Would you take on this responsibility?» Without waiting for my answer, he turned around and left my office. A half hour later, he was standing in my office with a broad smile on his face. «I just spoke with Thomas Lehner in London on the phone. You know him from the literature. He would be in a position to integrate you into his research team for a year, and to teach you the theoretical and practical fundamentals of oral immunology. This is truly an offer you can’t refuse!» I almost fell off of my chair! First of all, Thomas Lehner was the European authority in the discipline of oral immunology, and it would therefore be, for me, a once-in-a-lifetime chance to study and work with him. Secondly, I immediately realized the content of Mühli’s last remark: The arrangement as well as my transfer to London had already be codified! Only the dates had to be decided upon. It is with deepest gratitude that, later in my academic career, I am thankful to Mühli for this «deal,» that was so typical of him. In Thomas Lehner’s department, I learned a great deal about oral immunology. I also learned about the key role of the immunologic response in the etiology of periodontitis, and I had the opportunity to participate in scientific investigations to further our knowledge of this dental medical discipline.

**Enough of the carefree life as a fledgling academic – Hard times as Mühli’s lectoral assistant**

It was always Mühli’s habit to put his co-workers into various categories. For these decisions, he utilized many observational criteria. In the category of «work time,» he liked to differentiate between «soft» and «hard» workers. The «soft» ones held to a firm «8 a.m. until 6 p.m.» work schedule, while the «hard» ones arrived at work at the latest at 7 a.m. and left no earlier than 7 p.m. At that time, with Mühli busting his collar, I belonged to the «soft» group, for whom the usual «8 ’til 6» regimen was already too intensive. I was the ceremonial «old-timer» of a student organization (U.S.A.: fraternity) in which it was quite normal to hang around the bars a few times per week, usually into the wee hours of the morning. One day – I arrived at work too late and met Mühli as he conducted his usual morning rounds in the departmental clinics – and he confronted me, telling me that starting tomorrow I would be his lectoral assistant, with all of the consequences and responsibilities thereunto pertaining. And the consequences were considerable! Mühli’s predilection for the early morning hours was well known to me, but I did not yet know concretely what the «honorary» title of «lectoral assistant» meant. He demanded that his slides be ready an hour before the scheduled lecture so that he could discuss the lecture with me and the organization of the slides, which I had to gather from his «diatek” on the same day. I also knew that his lectures always began precisely at 8:15 a.m.; I was sure I knew that! I quickly figured out what that meant for me, and I saw only black before my eyes! Slides ready an hour before the 8:15 a.m. lecture, so that meant by 7:15 a.m. Selection and arranging the slides would take half an hour, so that meant 6:45 a.m. Getting up in the morning and driving to the Institute took ¾ of an hour = 6 a.m.! Inhuman! Impossible! I gently asked if maybe the slides could be selected, discussed and arranged the day before the lecture. «No,» was the only response I received. My counter-arguments were absolutely useless. They were given short shrift by Mühli: «You are here to learn, not to sleep.» And he also made it clear to me that he would not always be able to attend the undergraduate student clinic, and that I would be expected to give him a report at the end of each day (after working hours) concerning events that had occurred in the student clinics that day. He would consider additional duties, and said he would let me know later about them. I realized that the “good life” as a graduate student had come to an end, and that it was time for me to learn to accept responsibility, not only to my patients but also to my faculty obligations. I stood at the door-

---
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step of departing the «soft» group of co-workers, and entering the «hard» group who really invest their all in their work. For all of this, I am grateful to Mühli, and for all of the time I spent on his team in Zurich, learning and experiencing so many things that would stand me in such good stead later in my life in academia.

The call to Nijmegen

After many educational years with Mühli, in 1976 it came time for me to bid farewell to Mühli’s department, and to use and share all that I had learned and experienced, in a new country and in a new academic position. I was offered the opportunity to create a new Department of Periodontology at the dental school in Nijmegen, the Netherlands, and to share with my staff the teaching of contemporary dental medicine to dental students, and to offer continuing education courses to practicing dentists, courses that reflected Mühli’s devotion to prevention and also treatment of periodontal diseases. My departure was made more deeply meaningful at a party organized in my honor in the department, where Mühli had such kind words to say about my contributions over the years. Finally, the last days of my Zurich years came and went. I had to say my personal and very heartfelt good-bye to my honored and respected teacher, to my mentor, my life’s example and my years-long Chef. My departure was short, intense, and very emotional. «Heinz, do a good job. Show it to those Dutch.» I knew exactly what Mühli meant! I promised him that I would give it my best shot.
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(Radboud UMC, Nigmegen, NL)
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Hans R. Mühlemann – Pioneer in the Research of the Oral Diseases Caries and Periodontitis

Two Companions – Herbert F. Wolf and Ulrich P. Saxer – Report their Memories of their Great Teacher and Mentor

Interview: Dr. Felix Wüst
Discussion with Dr. med. dent. Herbert F. Wolf, Adliswil, and Prof. Dr. med. dent. Ulrich P. Saxer, Forch, Switzerland

In its August 2017 edition, SWISS DENT published for its readers all of the articles written for SWISS DENT by Professor Hans R. Mühlemann since this journal’s inception in 1980, through 1985. This omnibus presented the multi-layered realm of ideas and initiatives that Mühlemann spawned in support of his lifelong goal: «More oral health for more people.» Soon after this 1/2017 retrospective publication, three old friends got together for an intimate «editorial conference.» Those were Professor Thomas Imfeld, Professor Ulrich Saxer, and yours truly. An additional former co-worker of Mühlemann, Professor Klaus König from the Netherlands, agreed to be an external consultant to the project team. The discussion centered around how best to present the life and work of Hans Mühlemann, as well as to portray his radiant and infectious personality. We decided upon a special edition of SWISS DENT comprised of original articles written by Mühlemann’s former colleagues and co-workers, under the encompassing title of «Companions remember.» From the vast number of his former colleagues around the world, several were asked to contribute original articles. We were delighted that virtually all who were asked responded enthusiastically in the affirmative. Two former colleagues were invited for an interview with the Editor-in-Chief of SWISS DENT: Dr. med. dent. Herbert Wolf and Professor Ulrich P. Saxer. Wolf was Mühlemann’s «photographer» since the early 60s, and is co-author of dental textbooks and color atlases that have been distributed in the millions worldwide. Saxer was a pioneer in the profession of dental hygiene. Both Wolf and Saxer attribute their professional accomplishments to the impetus provided them by Hans Mühlemann.

Dr. Wolf, Professor Saxer, you have graciously accepted my invitation to this interview, for which I am eternally grateful. Our hosts here in Adliswil are Mrs. Maya and Dr. Herbert Wolf. Thank you very much for your hospitality. The subject of our discussion today is Professor Hans Mühlemann, a true pioneer in dental medicine, whose 100th birthday will be celebrated on 26 August 2017 at a symposium organized by the Center for Dental Medicine of the University of Zurich. I have invited you to this interview because I am aware that you lived in Mühlemann’s atmosphere for many years, and thus can provide for our readers particularly interesting insights into Mühlemann’s lifework, and beyond that even into his personality and stature.

HERBERT F. WOLF: We are more than happy to participate in this interview because we wish to perpetuate worldwide knowledge of Mühlemann’s enormous contributions to dental medicine. Mühlemann – we always called him «Mühlî» – was without doubt one of the most gifted dentists in Europe during the second half of the 20th Century.

SAXER: Yes, both of us had the good fortune to know and experience Hans Mühlemann over the course of many years. As is true for many others of his colleagues and co-workers, we are indebted to him for so much, in terms of our professions, and almost everything else! Dr. Wüst, you also got valuable contri-
butions from «Mühli» when you were introducing your journal SWISS DENT.

That’s true. In October of 1979 I phoned Dr. Mühlemann and informed him that I wanted to send the first edition of SWISS DENT to all dentists in Switzerland in January 1980. I was completely overjoyed by his massive level of input as the first editions of SWISS DENT came together. In the very first edition, we published an exhaustive interview with him on the topic «Dental Medicine – Its Future.» The contents of this interview became the on-going «program» for SWISS DENT. But let’s get down to it! Dr. Wolf, when did you first get to know Mühlemann?

HERBERT F. WOLF: I can’t say for certain. Prof. Mühlemann had his office in the old Dental Institute at Zürichbergstrasse 4. Students in the first two pre-clinical years – of which I was a member in 1957/1958 – were taught primarily by associate staff; we only saw Mühlemann in the lecture hall.

What was the main doctrine of dentistry back then?

HERBERT F. WOLF: We were for the most part trained in «reparative» dentistry. But even back then, Mühlemann was introducing the concept of preventive dentistry into the curriculum. In private dental offices, patients received the earliest pamphlets describing what to do in the case of this or that disease. Even then, proper tooth brushing was illustrated and recommended, especially cleansing of the interdental spaces.

Dr. Saxer, how did you first meet Mühlemann?

ULRICH P. SAXER: As a child, I first met Mühlemann in my home. Together with Mühlemann, my father was involved in the leadership group of the Zurich Dental Society. At least twice a year, the officers of that organization held a meeting at our house. My father told me a lot about this «just-returned-from-America» Professor Mühlemann! This experience gave me a formerly unheard of view into the future of dental medicine in Switzerland. This «Mühli» would likely be a tipping point for dentistry in our country and in Europe. So, this man came back from America and announced that prevention and prophylaxis were the alpha and omega of dental health.

How did the dentists in Switzerland react to this?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Prophylaxis and adjunct personnel to carry it out were completely unknown to many dentists. The Public Health Department of the Canton of Zurich, as well as a goodly portion of the members of the Zurich Dental Society were not impressed. The first dental hygienists in Switzerland were American, Canadian, or citizens of other countries, who had practiced their profession for decades. At this moment in time, Swiss dentists adhered to the motto «your job stops at the lip line,» when it came to duties performed by auxiliary personnel. Now dentists were confronted by auxiliary personnel who could perform tooth cleaning procedures, including scaling, in addition to patient motivation and instruction in oral hygiene, which were not viewed as «operative» procedures. Mühlemann advocated in the early 60s that the incidence of dental caries in Switzerland could never be effectively combated by purely therapeutic measures.

HERBERT F. WOLF: Finally the government set up regulations whereby foreign dental hygienists could receive a work permit for one or two years. In 1961, the Swiss Dental Society (SSO) «tolerated» a
The profession of dental hygiene was founded in America in 1913. Primary players in this regard were a U.S.-American dentist named Alfred Civilion Fones (*1869, †1938) and his assistant and cousin Irene M. Newman, whom he trained and educated as the first dental hygienist in the world. In Switzerland, Zurich took the lead in all matters relating to dental hygiene and dental hygienists (DH). Young Swiss dentists who had the opportunity to spend time in the U.S.A. became aware of the profession of dental hygiene and what it could add to a dental practice environment. A Zurich dentist and good friend of Mühlemann, Dr. Raoul Boîtel, hired a dental hygienist despite strong opposition and without any Swiss licensure. He was even threatened with expulsion from the Swiss Dental Society (SSO)! Hans Mühlemann faced the same destiny.

**How did the other dental schools in Switzerland react to these activities in Zurich?**

**Ulrich P. Saxer:** Those of us in Zurich were viewed with suspicion for a good ten years. Confrontations occurred not so much in the universities as from the professional organizations such as the SSO. All efforts by Raoul Boîtel and Hans Mühlemann to further the cause of individual prophylaxis with participation by dental hygienists were torpedoed. It was not until 1967 that the SSO agreed to participate in the new DH project. In 1975, we could report a 50% reduction in dental caries incidence in Swiss school children!

*With regard to caries reduction, was it not possible that the WWII years also played a role somehow? The diet was not so abundant then; there were fewer sweets?*

**Herbert F. Wolf:** True. During the WWII years, one observed a significant reduction of dental caries. Many believed that this could be attributed to sugar rationing. This knowledge emanated from the research work of dentist and physician Adolf Roos, who studied caries in the city of Goms. In 1911, the Furka railway was completed, and with it the free transfer of refined nutrition products, especially fine flour and sugar products, which supplanted the former whole grain products. Dr. Roos published his findings in his book «Culture Decline and Dental Destruction.» This book was published in 1962 by Hans Huber Publishers, Bern. As soon as the war was over, dental caries incidence and severity increased rapidly.

**Dr. Saxer, who came up with the idea of establishing a school for the education and training Swiss of dental hygienists?**

**Ulrich P. Saxer:** Because of the favorable experiences with American dental hygienists, the SSO decided to recognize the profession of dental hygiene, at its meeting in Zurich in 1966. At the end, it was visionary practitioners like Raoul Boîtel, his colleagues, and Hans Mühlemann – the esteemed professor – who pushed the «dental hygiene question» to its final conclusion. Among the young dentists who had already experienced collaboration with dental hygienists during their university studies, a group under the leadership of Max Leu appeared, and this group finally, in 1973, celebrated the official governmental «blessing» and financial guarantee for the establishment of a dental hygiene school in 1975. Swiss dental hygienists could practice the «new dental profession»! König and Marthaler were Mühlemann’s first assistants and researchers. He always stood behind them as their great inspirer and motivator.

**Herbert F. Wolf:** Yes. Mühlemann was a font of ideas, and he gave his co-workers a lot of freedom and support. If they needed anything – apparatus, instruments – he made it available, usually from...
his own extramural financial sources. Today, we have fluoridated salt. The effectiveness of fluoridated salt against dental caries was demonstrated by the research studies of Thomas Marthaler in «Mühli's» department. Marthaler is also the father of the Swiss school program whereby children brush their teeth once or twice daily in specially constructed dental hygiene areas within the classrooms. Klaus König and Thomas Marthaler essentially created a new profession: the «School Dental Tooth Cleaning Instructor.» In large groups, school children were taught correct techniques for tooth brushing. Furthermore, the children's mothers as well as the teachers were given information about nutrition.

We touched briefly on the subject of sugar, which was a major subject of interest for Mühlemann. Can you provide more information about this?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Mühlemann recognized early on that sugar could be detrimental not only to teeth, but could also exert negative systemic effects: Diabetes and obesity are included in this arena. Using his rat animal model, he demonstrated the systemic effects of eating bread with butter or bread with sugar-containing spreads. Using this model system, it became possible to evaluate almost all food sources. In the years 1965 through 1967, using special rat experiments, König was able to show that sugar was the primary substance responsible for dental caries. We also learned that only specific biofilm bacteria are responsible for caries. It is in this arena that Prof. Bernhard Guggenheim achieved his prominence as a dental researcher; he was on the «Mühli»-Team since 1962.

Dr. Wolf, we would be very interested to hear about how you came to your own life's work, the creation of the now widely acknowledged color atlases of dentistry, which have provided continuing education for dentists worldwide.

HERBERT F. WOLF: It was in about 1961, when we were sitting in the lunch room, where we regularly gathered on Mondays. Klaus Rateitschak was sitting at the vast departmental «diatek,» sorting slides for his lecture. The diatek was back-lighted and open. Mühlemann walked back into the room, looked at the slides, and murmured «It would be really great if we had a book with large color photographs of healthy, pink gingiva and erythematous, swollen gingiva, and also clinical treatment portrayed and described step-by-step, as well as «before» and «after» photos. Klaus Rateitschak and I were speechless, and we immediately took it upon ourselves to fulfill «Mühli's» challenge: We would produce such a book!

When did you finally fulfill this dream?

HERBERT F. WOLF: The desired, sought for, first Color Atlas of Periodontology appeared much too late, at the end of 1984, 23 years later! At that moment, «Mühli» had been a successful researcher for 30 years, by then retired.

Why the generations long wait?

HERBERT F. WOLF: Our primary target was always the Color Atlas of Periodontology project. However, following the St. Moritz courses of 1964 – 1967, there were numerous other items on the «to-do» list: In 1974, Mühlemann's new book «Introduction to Oral Preventive Medicine» was released by Hans Huber Publishers, Bern. In 1975, the paperback book «Periodontology» authored by Mühlemann, Rateitschak and Renggli was published by Thieme Publishers, Stuttgart, and at the end of 1976 the first edition of the highly-acclaimed «SSO Atlas.» Subsequent editions of this book were published as «Dental Atlas,» reproduced in five languages. These all contributed to the delay in creating the first Color Atlas of Periodontology, in 1984.

The first edition of the SSO Atlas appeared in 1976. In subsequent editions it was called a Dental Atlas, and was published in five languages.
It was in 1977 that Rateitschak reminded me of our promise to Mühli. He asked me to accompany him to Stuttgart, Germany, to visit Thieme Publishers, which had printed the second edition of «Handbook of Periodontology.» He promised to introduce me as «the successful author of the SSO Atlas.» The chief dentist at Thieme, Dr. Dieter Bremkamp, expressed very little enthusiasm for a color-enhanced paperback edition of Rateitschak’s Handbook of Periodontology, so we countered with a proposal for a large-format periodontology atlas with color photography, similar to the SSO Atlas. Then, Bremkamp asked about our conditions. Our response was bold, maybe even a bit audacious: We wanted to create a really big book (we had «Mühli’s» thoughts in mind), and we wanted it to be published simultaneously in German and in English. In short, the Color Atlas of Periodontology was a tremendous success. Rateitschak recruited Prof. Thomas Hassell as a contributing co-author and translator for the English edition. The Second Revised and Expanded Edition (1990) proved to be the best seller, with four printings. Needless to say, the publisher, Thieme Publishers, Stuttgart, was very impressed, and asked us to consider creating a «Color Atlas» series for all of the dental specialties. Thus began the series of 16 books emanating from Thieme, with many different authors. It was, sadly, only after the death of our friend «Pascha» Rateitschak that the Third Edition of «Color Atlas of Periodontology» was published in 2004, in 12 languages.

Now let’s leave the world of book and atlas publishing, and get back to a discussion of the three decades of Mühlemann’s scientific contributions.
Sixteen Color Atlases of Dental Medicine, from Georg Thieme Publishers (Editor: K. H. Rateitschak; starting in 1990 Co-Editor H. F. Wolf)
Ulrich P. Saxer: In the 1950s, chosen as chairman in restorative dentistry, Mühlemann entered into a dark time for dentistry. If a dentist placed a restoration back then, a year later the patient would return with two new cavities, and the margin of the restoration would exhibit new caries. This situation was manifested by many military recruits in 1970. In addition, the gingival tissues exhibited an almost desolate condition.

For Mühlemann, this made no sense. Instead of «repairing» teeth, he advocated research into the etiology of oral diseases, and how a healthy status quo could be achieved. This new course was adopted by his colleagues, and supported by his own office in which more than 300 hanging folders contained reprints of scientific research published in professional journals from all over the world. If one went to him with a problem, Mühlemann would give a file number where the questioner could find all relevant information. In those times, there were no computers for data storage and quick access to information. In the early years, Mühlemann dedicated himself to the establishment of the caries research laboratory and development of epidemiology for caries and periodontitis. He chose Klaus König to lead efforts in caries research, and asked Thomas Marthaler to handle all aspects of statistical data analysis. His personal engagement was targeted toward caries prevention by means of fluoride-containing dentifrice, salt fluoridation and water fluoridation. In the second decade of his leadership, Mühlemann sought to disseminate new scientific knowledge not only to his university colleagues but also to practicing dentists throughout the country, by means of continuing education (CE) courses and symposia. Following the immortal words of Goethe – «Man sees only that which he knows» – Mühlemann strove to share his knowledge with members of his chosen profession. Even earlier than the 1960s and throughout the 1970s, through his teaching and in his clinical practice, Mühli pursued the «periodontitis question» with dentists in Switzerland, Austria and Germany by presenting CE courses in...
St. Moritz and in his student lectures in the university. He was supported in these efforts by his Chief of Clinics Klaus Rateitschak and later by Hubert E. Schroeder and Heinz Renggli. Mühlemann found additional support from within his large circle of personal and professional colleagues, including Dr. Alfred Egli, Prof. Ruedi Hotz and Dr. Raoul Boîtel. Also during these decades, «Mühli» significantly enhanced dental education reforms, which were fully implemented in 1969. One special reform was the inclusion of periodontology as a topic for the national board examination.

And how did the professional dental organizations react to such sweeping changes? Were there already professional societies in the discipline of periodontology at that time?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Yes, we had the ARPA (Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Parodontose-Forschung), founded in 1924 by Oskar Weski, Hans Sachs and Robert Neuman. Then in 1932 ARPA International was created, incorporating groups in Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and Finland. Also there were local perio study clubs in Switzerland, Germany and other European countries. At the last ARPA International conference in Basel in September 1969, Mühlemann first declared that all evidence indicated that «periodontosis» was truly an inflammatory disease, thus «periodontitis.» Secondly, he stated his opinion that ARPA dentists would concentrate on scholarly conventions and festivities. As a result of this, in January, 1971, the Swiss arm of ARPA International was dissolved, and Mühlemann founded the Swiss Society for Periodontology (SGP), and was its first president. At the end of 1971, ARPA International itself was dissolved. The first annual meeting of the SGP was held in Olten (CH) in November 1971. At this meeting, the findings from the first mass oral examinations of military recruits in Zurich were presented, especially the data concerning the recruits’ periodontal status. Administratively, guidelines were established for the education and licensing of specialists in periodontology. This included a minimum 4-year post-D.D.S. program, and the first president, Dr. Klaus Rateitschak, decreed that certification would demand the presentation of clinically documented cases completed by the applicant. In addition, applicants were required to have published at least two papers in reputable scientific/clinical professional journals. The first Swiss periodontologists were certified in 1972/1973. Using a «grandfather» clause, Mühlemann’s former co-workers in clinical periodontology were certified as «specialists.»

How did the other Swiss university dental schools react to this?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Thanks to Mühlemann’s support and the newly instituted guidelines for periodontal education/training, professorships in periodontology were established in Basel (Rateitschak, 1968), Geneva (1971) and Bern (1972). The periodontology department in Geneva went to Prof. Giorgio Cimasoni, and that in Bern to Mühlemann’s former student Prof. Hans Graf.

It was in 1966 that foreign dental hygienists received governmental approval to practice in Switzerland. One year later, in 1967, the Swiss Dental Society (SSO) at its meeting in Baden (CH) approved the establishment of a training and education program for dental hygienists in Switzerland. The proposal was approved in Zurich in 1972, and the school opened in 1973. Dr. Saxer, what role did you play in this new development?

ULRICH P. SAXER: At that time, the plan was to identify space in the University of Zurich Dental Institute for the education of 20 students per year in a 2-year DH program. Mühlemann asked all of his department co-workers if they would be interested in taking a leadership role in the new DH school. Apparently, nobody stepped forward, and one day «Mühli» asked me if I might be interested.

So now the project called «Zurich Dental Hygiene School» was concretized?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Before I took off for my 1-year sabbatical program at the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI, U.S.A.), I had the opportunity to visit dental hygiene schools in Sweden, England and the Netherlands. In August 1972, I went to Ann Arbor to study with Prof. Major Ash in his department. Concurrently, I was able to experience the Masters Degree program in periodontology, headed by Prof. Sigurd P. Ramfjord.

And at some time during this period, you received the news that the DH school in Zurich was ready to start, and you should pack your bags and come back to Switzerland. Correct?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Yes, that’s how it occurred. In the autumn of 1972, the decision to start up the Zurich DH school was made, and I was asked to assume the directorship. I responded that I would only be interested in the job if Swiss DHs could be trained to perform subgingival instrumentation. I was given this guarantee, and began immediately to plan and institute the first Swiss DH education and training program. Mühlemann offered me a half-time position on his clinical staff. By the end of September, 1973, I was wrapping...
up my sabbatical year in Michigan. In October of that year, 23 fresh-faced students showed up in the new DH school at Minervasstrasse 99 in Zurich! The didactic and clinical instructions traversed by these students were in combination with the dental education programs in preventive dental medicine and periodontology at the University of Zurich Dental Institute. In the beginning, «Mühli» was a member of the DH Oversight Board, and this was very important for the initial development and implementation of the new program. For the first two years, we ran the school with a very small team, which included a part-time secretary, two DH clinical instructors, Mr. Gunda Brakus from Lettland, U.S.A., and Ms. Barbara Jern, a dental hygienist from Prof. Jan Lindhe’s clinical team in Gothenburg, Sweden.

When were you able to graduate the first real Swiss dental hygienists?

ULRICH P. SAXER: That was in the autumn of 1975. Three years later, the possibility of educating and training DHs in the University of Zurich was severely cut back, mainly because of space limitations. The authorities decided to support the creation of 19 clinical DH operatories in the new school. As a result, 25 new students could be accepted per year. In 1984, 25 students entered in the spring and 25 in the autumn, and the clinic was expanded to 32 operatories. All of this happened because of Mühlemann’s support! Coordinating 100 students, about 40 DH instructors, many of them part-time, and some 30 external teachers was obviously too much for a half-time director, and I was given a full time director position.

What duties were you assigned by Mühlemann during the time period 1973 – 1983?

ULRICH P. SAXER: As early as 1958, Mühli had undertaken epidemiologic studies of the gingival/periodontal conditions in Swiss citizens, working with Zalman Mazor. Together with Zvonimir Curi- lovic, Heinz Renggli and Max Schmid, in the summer of 1970 we examined over 500 military recruits in Zurich. In 1974, we examined 1,084 recruits in the city of Thun. In 1972 and in 1974, we published these data on military recruits, and presented the data at professional conferences in Switzerland and in other countries. Dental health had improved, but the quality of the restorative therapy was a catastrophe! We found that 87% of all restorations were either inadequate or poor. These extremely negative findings were not well received. Only a generation later could we report a significant improvement in the quality of dental restorations.

Herbert F. Wolf: What kinds of restorations were they?

ULRICH P. SAXER: Of course most of the restorations were silver amalgam. Since that time, a tremendous amount of time and research has been invested in the so-called «white fillings.» Central in these developments were «Mühli» co-workers Felix Lutz, Werner Mörmann, Jean-Francois Roulet.

A question concerning Mühlemann’s final decade, 1973 – 1983: How were things and how did it go during Mühlemann’s last decade in the University of Zurich Dental Institute?

ULRICH P. SAXER: During his final decade of work, «Mühli» dedicated himself primarily to oral prevention and especially the public dissemination of this knowledge. In addition to his book «Introduction to Oral Preventive Medicine» (Hans Huber Publishers, Bern, 1974, in German; Quintessence Publishers, Berlin, 1976, in English), he gave innumerable lectures, published widely and broadly in the professional literature, gave public presentations, provided articles for magazines and newspapers, as well as making scientific productions for Swiss National television. «Mühlis» exhibition «Healthy Smile – Joyful Mouth» was posted on busses and in trams and trains throughout Switzerland for eight years, and was set up in shopping centers and department stores. This greatly elevated the public’s awareness of the necessity for and the benefits of good oral hygiene and health, and taught people the value of prevention for maintenance of healthy teeth for a long time.

What did Mühlemann hope to achieve with such an extended public display?

ULRICH P. SAXER: He wanted to orient the public with regard to the significance of oral health. Every person must learn that good oral health is an achievable goal, and that caries and periodontitis are not simply «God given.» But he also wanted most of all that the entire dental team – the dentist, the dental hygienist and the dental assistants – would make patient instruction and information top priorities. Mühli attributed enormous significance to patient motivation. Together with his co-workers, he developed various tests of oral health, for example the Papilla Bleeding Index (PBI). Bleeding means disease; no bleeding means health!

Did Mühlemann have any preconceived notions about how to convince the public of the importance of his concepts of oral health and oral disease?

ULRICH P. SAXER: He wanted to achieve his goal by bringing together all of the stakeholders. He often spoke of the responsibility «triangle»: The dentist (or the dental team as a whole), the patient, and the payer for services (private insurance, government subsidy, or the patient himself). To achieve this goal, he created a questionnaire: «Patient – Information – Confirmation.»

What did Mühlemann do primarily during the last few years, from 1982 and 1983?

ULRICH P. SAXER: In those last years, he invested considerable time and interest in new restorative techniques. Together with Felix Lutz, Heinz Ochsenbein and Bernhard Lüscher, he worked tirelessly with composite restorative materials. Resulting from these endeavors was the Ceroc technology by Werner H. Mörmann and Marco Brandestini.

What represented the cessation of Mühlemann’s life work as a teacher and a researcher?

WOLF: To close the book on «Mühlis» now-legendary career, in 1983 Professor Bernhard Guggenheim organized a large international congress under the title «Cariology Today,» sponsored and supported by the European Research Group of Oral biology (ERGOB). Many topics were included, such as epidemiology, saliva, nutrition, plaque, fluoride, prevention and therapy. The many lectures clearly demonstrated just how much «Mühli» had contributed to the arena of oral prevention, and the impulse he elicited in oral science. This congress was a loud recognition of and thanks to Hans Mühlemann. The proceedings of the congress were published in 1984 by Karger Publishers, Basel.

ULRICH P. SAXER: I like to think that «Mühli» departed a content man. The University had three of his former colleagues and co-workers from which to select his successor: Peter Hotz, Felix Lutz and Heinz Renggli. Mühli had significantly altered dentistry and dental medi-
The travelling exhibition «Healthy smile – Joyful mouth» was displayed in department stores and shopping centers for eight years running, all over Switzerland.
HEALTHY SMILE – JOYFUL MOUTH

(Translated by Prof. Dr. med. dent. Thomas Michael Hassell, B.S., D.D.S., Ph.D., C.B.A., High Point, North Carolina, U.S.A.)

Tuesday, January 19 through Saturday, January 30, in the Sarnen Shopping Center

Traveling exposition about modern oral and dental hygiene to prevent tooth decay, dental plaque and bleeding gums. This encompassing information is presented under the sponsorship of the Swiss Public Health Office in Bern, and with the contribution by the Dental Institute of the University of Zurich and the Zurich Dental Hygiene School.

Within the «ultraviolet tunnel,» you will be able to experience fluorescent dental plaque formation. If this still does not motivate you towards perfect dental plaque control, you can also view plaque germs at 500x magnification, the germs that lead to tooth decay and gum disease. Swiss Dental Hygienists will be on hand to teach you how to effectively eliminate these disease-causing germs in your mouth. This is a demonstration that you should experience with your whole family.

Students in dental and other health professions will also benefit greatly in the experience of this important demonstration.

Wednesday and Friday, late shopping until 9:00 p.m.!
icine in Switzerland and in Europe generally. Many of his past students and co-workers were to be found in leadership positions in Switzerland and around the world; they carried his message into the future. But «Mühli» remained active in the development of dental medicine, and he cherished his many contacts in the profession.

HERBERT F. WOLF: «Mühli» was happy to enter a less hectic time. Finally he would be able to pursue his hobbies, attend meetings and exhibitions, time for which he had never had before, and he could dedicate himself to his family and friends. But let me just tell you about two things that seemed to really touch him deeply after he retired. At the periodontology convention in Flims in 1984, 20 years after the famous St. Moritz CE courses, Klaus Rateitschak gave to Mühli the first copy of the long-awaited new book «Color Atlas of Periodontology,» which was dedicated to Mühlemann, our teacher and mentor. He was speechless; he couldn’t find the words. But on the next day, he expounded his overwhelming joy in a moving letter (see below).

Auch das Fachliche beeindruckt mich. Glücklicherweise konnten ihr der Versuchung widerstehen, die ganze Parodontalchirurgie in Frage zu stellen oder Sklaven einseitiger Auffassungen zu werden. Ihr macht dem praktiker auf neue, originelle Art erstmals klar, wie hart erarbeitete wissenschaftliche Erkenntnis zwangsläufig den Weg in die klinische Tätigkeit pflastern muss. Der Zahnarzt beginnt beinahe spielerisch das Wesen und die Ursachen der Parodontalerkrankungen zu verstehen und in der täglichen Arbeit die richtigen Akzente und Prioritäten zu setzen. Er kann sich der Nachvollziehbarkeit Eurer Empfehlungen und Erfolge nicht entziehen.


Ich wünsche Eurem Atlas den ausserordentlichen Erfolg, den er verdient. Mit nochmaligem grossen Dank

Zürich, 13. September 1984
HRM/Fe/R.
Mühlemann’s letter to K. H. Rateitschak and Herbert F. Wolf

(Translated by Prof. Dr. med. dent. Thomas Michael Hassell, B.S., D.D.S., Ph.D., C.B.A., High Point, North Carolina, U.S.A.)

Dear Herbi,
I have just spent two hours reading and perusing your exceptional Color Atlas of Periodontology. Anybody who is involved in print communication must wonder at the perfection of the graphics, the fundamental organization and the flawless color reproduction. Just the mise-en-scène of this rare masterwork demands international recognition and public appreciation. I am so very happy to own a copy of this incomparable literary work.

I am also very impressed by your professional approach. You have accomplished a tremendous goal: You have not put periodontal surgery in question, and you have not been slaves to conventional wisdom. You have challenged all practitioners in a completely original way to accept the results of hard-fought scientific research findings, and to incorporate those new findings into clinical practice. The dentist who carefully reads this book will gradually absorb the knowledge of the etiology of periodontal diseases, and the necessity to incorporate this new knowledge with the correct accents and priorities. The dental practitioner cannot remove him/herself from the possibility of successfully adopting your recommendations.

On a very personal note, the fact that you have dedicated this milestone in the periodontal literature to me moves me greatly. I am left without finding the right words. Our profession connects us, but I am thankful for your dedication as an expression of your convictions that scientific findings and knowledge and their perpetuation represent the most beautiful and influential foundation for human generosity, friendship and an atmosphere of freedom and mutual respect. The proof is evident.

I wish you extraordinary success with this Atlas, which it so obviously has earned. With my greatest thanks,
I remain,
Yours truly,

Zurich, 13 September 1984

In his thank you letter to authors Klaus H. Rateitschak and Herbert Wolf, Mühlemann expressed his enormous joy and enthusiasm.
Later, in 1985, Mühli experienced another moving moment when he was invited to attend a conference organized by Dr. Horst-Wolfgang Haase, Editor-in-Chief of Quintessence Publishers, Berlin. Haase used the occasion to celebrate his 50th birthday, with many guests. The «European Celebrity» Mühlemann had just received Professor Tom Hassell’s English language translation of the «Color Atlas of Periodontology» as he found himself standing in front of the «American Celebrity» Professor Sigurd Ramfjord from Ann Arbor, Michigan. Both men were amazed to finally meet each other, and their handshake was warm and firm. Professor Ramfjord spoke fondly of the German translation of his own textbook: «Periodontology,» by Ramfjord and Ash.

With this meeting of two great men of dentistry, I take the opportunity to thank you, Dr. Wolf and Dr. Saxer, for your participation in this interview.
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